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President’s Message from Sharon Ciccone

These new media formats, combinations and treatments have the
unique ability to transform the experience for both the artist and
viewer. It can challenge our perceptions about what art is, could
be, and where art should exist.

T

he inclusion of Media Arts as the fifth arts discipline
encourages and challenges art educators to consider the
unique forms that art may take within a rigorous sequential
standards-based art curriculum. Although Media Arts
promotes collaboration and interdisciplinary instructional
components between all disciplines, it resides within the
Visual Arts. Just as artists have used traditional drawing,
painting, print, or sculptural tools as materials for creative
works and original expression, media arts uses technology to
do the very same. It was the insightful work of the members
of the NYS Learning Standards for the Arts Revision Committee
that has created recognition for the extraordinary possibilities
of Media Arts as an integral part of quality art programs,
development and growth of new courses, and integration into
existing curriculum within our schools.
Students are using digital or non-traditional media daily to
share interests and express meaning on a variety of platforms.
The use of social media, virtual space, and online video is
ubiquitous. It is our responsibility to teach media literacy
skills to students so that they have an understanding of how
to access, analyze, evaluate, and communicate responsibly.
Just as our students’ world and interests evolve, we as art
educators must evolve our programs to match. Media Arts
change in response to the technological advancements.

The uniqueness of methods used within
Media Arts highlight artists as
experimenters and innovators making
Media Arts a natural inclusion in the
evolution of our curriculum.
The foray into Media Arts may be intimidating when the
technological components used to create time-based artworks
include recorded sound and/or visual moving images. My
own lack of knowledge and experience has hindered my
movement into this realm. Collaboration is key. Most schools
have technology staff to help support the teacher and the

student as they develop the expressive form that the work will
take. Even with my youngest elementary students, I am
constantly surprised at their abilities. They are leaders and
teachers in the classroom when it comes to their knowledge
of technology. Consider your own students as collaborators
and use their interests and knowledge to help design and
implement lessons.
Using new media formats and processes as the platform for an
artistic work does not have to replace traditional art forms.
The hybridization of traditional and contemporary practices
can have extraordinary and unexpected results. Artists
constantly make personal choices of when to follow or break
traditions. These new media formats, combinations and
treatments have the unique ability to transform the experience
for both the artist and viewer. It can challenge our perceptions
about what art is, could be, and where art should exist.
Artistic interventions, alternative venues, and interactive
experiences create excitement and push the boundaries of
how we define the form and motives that inspire the making
of art.
As we enter into the summer months, I wish you all a
wonderful respite filled with reflection and creative innovation.
Continue to embrace and explore new possibilities for your
curriculum and the unforeseen outcomes and surprises that
are inspired by Media Arts. Challenge yourself to try one
thing that may scare you. Seek out inspiration from the many
on-line venues that support Media Artists and look for local
venues that can support you through artist-in-residencies or
professional development. Sometimes, you might not have to
look farther than the doorsteps of your own school.
Wishing you a joyful end to the school year and a rejuvenating
summer.
In service,

Sharon Ciccone
NYSATA President
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About the News
The NYSATA News publishes official announcements for
NYSATA as well as commentary and research on topics that
are important to art educators. The opinions expressed in
editorials and articles are those of the authors and do not
represent NYSATA policies. The NYSATA News encourages an
exchange of ideas, and invites submission of news or articles
for publication. To submit news or articles, please contact
Editor, Marty Merchant, at nysatanews@nysata.org. Advertising
inquiries should be sent to sponsorship@nysata.org.
Inquiries about receiving the NYSATA News should be
directed to the Membership Chair Terri Konu, 9200 Sixty
Road, Phoenix, New York 13135, (315) 695-2500, e-mail:
tkonu@nysata.org. To change your address, please log into the
NYSATA website and update your own address and contact
info in your profile.
Photo Submissions: Graphics should be in jpeg, tiff, or pdf
format, 150ppi. Photographs and print-ready art are always
welcome in jpeg or pdf format. For purposes of accurate
identification and acknowledgement, photos sent to the
NYSATA News must be accompanied by the following
information: your name, phone number, and e-mail; name
and address of photographer; and first and last names of
persons in the photo (in order from left to right, front to back).
If art work is presented, the artist’s name, school name,
teacher name, and NYSATA Region must be included.
Additionally, any photos that depict students under 18 must
have parental permission to be printed.
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North Country!

An award winning publication, The NYSATA News has been
named winner of the National Art Education Association
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contributing articles are encouraged to contact Martin
Merchant at nysatanews@nysata.org
Digital publication by AGLAIA SOFTWARE/ePageView
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5000 Parkway Calabasas, Suite 300, Calabasas, CA 91302
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admissions@potsdam.edu.
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Letter from the Editor

Martin Merchant

Media Arts
A

s visual arts teachers, we have been absorbing the rise
of “Media Arts” as a companion discipline for many
years. Back in 2012, the National Coalition for Core Arts
Standards recognized that there were “new and vigorous
experiences in media arts that includes cinema, animation,
sound imaging design, virtual design, interactive design,
as well as multimedia and intermedia”. The New York
State revised Art Standards of 2017, following the National
Core Art Standards, made Media Arts a fifth artistic
discipline, and through the support of NYSATA and other
constituencies, NYS definitions and applications of this
new partner discipline continue to be clarified and
refined.
I use the word partner, because as humans, we often
share many traits, preferences, and beliefs with a close
companion or associate. The visual arts and media arts
are just such an alliance – common goals, philosophies,
processes, and techniques, yet exhibiting some qualities
that are distinctly different and recognizably unique.
In my discussions with art teachers throughout my region,
there are recurring questions about this “new” discipline
and what it looks like in their classrooms and art
programs. There is often a wide gap between younger
teachers who are digital natives and veterans who are
adapting to a new teaching landscape. Almost everyone
has an emergent view of definitions and boundaries, of
overlap and integration.
I see districts, in an effort to incorporate innovative
curriculum, exchanging art classes for media arts classes.
There are often efforts to reposition technology teachers,
who are not certified art teachers, as media arts instructors.
I hear about interview committees that have mandates to
find a candidate with “media arts expertise” to fill new
positions, without a clear understanding of what that
media arts skill set looks like.
In this issue of the NYSATA News, we meet several
teachers, from primary to higher education, who are
using media arts in their classrooms. You’ll find different
approaches, a variety of degrees and immersions,

examples of hybrids and fusions. As reflective thinkers and
explorers of knowledge and learning, art teachers are coming
to grips with challenges and finding inspiration.
Dr. Susan Lane, the NYSATA Advocacy Committee Chair,
turns her experience and innovative curriculum ideas into a
unique and exciting elementary level learning segment that
involves media arts. Dr. Lane has written for us frequently in
the past, and as always, her creative approach to integrating
multiple approaches and disciplines in her classroom is
inspiring.
Kelly Hanning and Amanda Wilmier showcase the process
and results of an exciting learning segment that combines
conventional studio materials and methods with digital
storytelling and presentation. Their clever use of technology
shows how creative lesson planning can integrate
contemporary media arts practice in the elementary classroom
and beyond.
I hope these articles in this issue will shed light and spark
ideas.

Is your information
up-to-date?
Moved or changed your email
address?
Go to www.NYSATA.org and
update your profile!
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Media Arts Column

Media Arts Update: Coming Onboard
Robert Wood

A

lmost immediately since the Board of Regents approval of
the new New York State Standards for the Arts, the field
responded with questions regarding local development of
Media Arts curricula and peripheral concerns. In short, the
approved Standards has shed light on varied Media Arts
experience with the field, as well as discrepancies with local
interpretations of NYSED regulation and policy.
Guidance with discrepancies and questions regarding
successful implementation of quality Media Arts education is
a state and national focus. A hot topic at the 2019 NAEA
Convention in Boston, Media Arts was the subject of productive
conversations among arts leaders, arts administrators, and arts
supervisors. New York was actively engaged in these
conversations.
This past summer, NAEA convened a national team of writers
from various levels in the field, including representation from
New York, to revise the Position Statement on Media Arts. The
clarifying revision, designed to provide arts educators in the
field with an informative and usable resource, includes the
following key points:
1. That “Emerging tools and materials are expanding the
traditional practice of the media arts as part of the
visual arts. While media arts forms depend on
technological tools, the tools are a vehicle for
communication and creative processes; not an end to
themselves.”
2. That “Certified visual arts educators possess the unique
expertise necessary to foster expressive critical thinking,
facilitate 21st century problem solving, and encourage
personal and collaborative learning; all essential to
Media Arts.”
3. That “NAEA supports high quality, professional
development which trains art educators in traditional,
new, and evolving media technologies.”
Excerpts from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018]
https://www.arteducators.org/advocacy
naea-platform-and-position-statements
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For further information, you are encouraged to review the
Media Arts Position Statement
https://www.arteducators.org/advocacy/naea-platform-andposition-statements .
To date, many art educators across New York have completed
preliminary orientation to the Standards through local
professional development. Enthusiastic districts have taken
upon themselves to explore existing curricula, examining
crosswalks or gaps between the former standards guide for
Visual Arts and the newly created Standards for Media Arts.
Comprehensive guidance for the field is coming. The NYSED
Arts Content Advisory Panel (CAP), has been meeting quarterly
in Albany to develop multiple professional learning materials
for K-12 field of arts educators in each of the five arts
disciplines. Among the multiple goals of the CAP is to finalize
an Arts Roadmap for the Arts, outlining a timeline for
implementation of the new Standards. Here, many of the
questions from the field will be addressed. A Media Arts
flowchart revision is near completion which will provide the
suggestions and guidance for locally developed curricula
which not only reflects contemporary practice but also
correlate to BEDS (Basic Educational Data System) or SCEDS
(School Codes for the Exchange of Data) course coding.
Slated to be released to the field pending NYSED approval,
this Road Map will include three stages: raising awareness,
building capacity, and full implementation (please refer to the
articles in this edition of the News by our NYSED Associate
for the Arts, Jennifer Childress, for more information).
What do we do in the interim? How do we facilitate quality
Media Arts instruction in our art room? How do we infuse
those practices into our Visual Arts instruction? The answer is
to examine what we truly do to address the new Standards
and concepts of contemporary practice. The transformation is
an exciting one!
The following is a case in point. Meet Mikayla. Mikayla was a
photography student of mine who went through the entire
photo discipline sequence offered in our district. Her
proficiency ranged from traditional darkroom approaches
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through digital practices. In her senior year, she enrolled in an
Advanced Studies offering where her work finally took off.
She began the year incorporating projections onto her
subjects, establishing a multi-layering of imagery and
communicating a new depth in her ideas. Revising and
expanding on her exploration, she shifted from projections to
actual face and body painting, experimenting with luminescent
colors and dynamic points of view. One morning, as I
rounded the room facilitating instruction, I caught her in post
production, shifting the color balance on an image. “Hey,
that’s really cool how the colors shifted. I wonder if you could
capture that!” Cut to a few days later, where Mikayla had
generated over 300 individual shifts, moving them as jpegs
into iMovie, and developing a moving production of subtle,
but definite, transition. She layered her artistic work with tonal
sound accompaniment, which led to sound recordings using
her own instruments. We soon discussed the best way to
present this to the viewer, where Mikayla decided the best
avenue would be through be an installation. The viewer
would walk into a darkened environment (the auditorium) of
minimal yet expressive sound and engage multiple wall size

projections running simultaneously. The work took on a life of
its own, inviting the viewer to step into the environment,
providing an experience not available on a desktop or printed
digital image. Versions of the work are available at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvzS-jlU6Nw&feature=youtu.be
and at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apgo_D-2ZJU .
The artist is Mikayla Millard, a 2018 Roy C. Ketcham High
School artist graduate.
Mikalya’s discovery was an example of how adding the
elements of time, movement, the sense of sound, and the
attention to presentation brought her artistic work to a new
dimension. Often, what we are already working on with our
students may require only a slight shift, a slight push, to break
through traditional approaches to those available through the
contemporary practices of Media Arts. The process is liberating,
exciting, and transformational in the way we approach and
engage our students with the essential questions and enduring
understandings of the arts.

Robert Wood
NYSATA Immediate Past President
NYSED Content Advisory Panel for Media Arts
NYSED IAAP Media Arts Chair
NYSED Learning Standards for the Arts, Media Arts Writing
Chair
NYSATA Curriculum Committee Co-Chair
NYSATA Media Arts Chair
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From Albany...

State Education
Department Update
Jennifer Childress, Associate in Instructional Services for the Arts at NYSED

Editors note: This is the first column for the NYSATA News that Jennifer Childress is writing in her capacity as Associate
in Instructional Services for the Arts at New York State Education Department. Jennifer will continue to keep us updated
on developments at the state level in the visual and media arts.

T

here are several important and exciting arts initiatives in
progress at NYSED that all arts educators should know
about, and new opportunities for you to become involved at
the statewide level.
The Individual Arts Assessment Pathway (IAAP)
The biggest initiative is the (at long last!) further development
of the Individual Arts Assessment Pathway, or IAAP as we like
to call it.
First, a 4+1 graduation pathway already exists in the arts, as
you can see by visiting the Multiple Pathways NYSED
webpage.
(http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/
multiple-pathways)
For the arts, the option to replace 1 Regents examination (in
Social Studies) with a passing score on an exam in one of
several AP Visual Arts areas or, AP Music Theory, or one of the
IB exams in Dance, Music, Theater, and Visual Arts has been
around since March 30, 2016. However, some teachers
report that guidance counselors do not always seem to be
aware that an arts pathway exists. To make sure that everyone
is aware, when my colleagues and I present NYSED updates
to S/CDN, administrator groups, guidance counselor
associations, Pupil Personnel Services, etc. we have been
including slides about both the developing IAAP and the
current 4+1 arts graduation pathway option.
(http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/
curriculum-instruction/artsapprovedassessments2015_03_30.
pdf)
Quick refresher: The process to develop an arts pathway
began back in 2015 with the formation of the NYS Regents
Blue Ribbon Commission on the Arts. The Commission’s
18-month workplan investigated multiple options for an arts
graduation pathway, resulting in a vision for an authentic,
individualized arts assessment (IAAP) for NYS students based
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on upcoming new arts standards. There were many steps to
accomplish before that could happen, so a short-term plan
was enacted that designated AP and IB examinations to
replace one Regents exam in Social Studies. NYS had already
recognized these exams as equal in rigor, reliability, and
validity to a NYS Regents exam. Unfortunately, AP and IB
courses in the arts are not widely available in NYS schools,
severely limiting the number of students who can choose this
pathway option. Also, the IAAP will target 3-year sequences
in the arts rather than 4-5 year sequences that are typical of
students taking AP and IB arts courses. A three-unit sequence
is in keeping with other pathway options in LOTE, CTE/
CDOS, etc.
In the meantime, the NYS Statewide Strategic Plan for the Arts
was developed and approved. Step 1 in that plan was to revise
the 1996 NYS Arts Standards. Revising the arts standards was
a huge undertaking by an all-volunteer cast of highly regarded
arts educators from across NYS. Because this revision involved
public review at several stages, it took a total of two years to
reach completion. By Fall 2018, the new Standards had been
developed and approved by the Board of Regents (Sept. 11,
2017) and districts and teachers had a year under their belts
of professional learning in the new arts standards. Time to get
moving on the IAAP, at last!
Based on the reports and recommendations of the Blue
Ribbon Arts Commission, and the feedback from the offices of
Curriculum, Instruction, and State Assessment, we are now
poised to begin the development of an IAAP base on a 3-unit
sequence in the arts. The IAAP will consist of a collection of
work over time that moves from teacher-guided assignments
to more independent artistic investigations, and should
demonstrate evidence of moving from the High School I/
Proficient level to the High School II/Accomplished level in
the new arts standards. Though teacher guidance will be
welcome, students will be selecting and curating work and
performances for submission, which will also include written
or recorded reflections. Work will be digitally stored and
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submitted, and regionally scored by trained IAAP evaluators.
Because the collection of work/performances is geared to
meet the Arts Standards, not particular curricula, the IAAP can
be embedded in local curriculum thus respecting teacher
professionalism. It will be an authentic measure of arts
learning for students while providing important opportunities
for teacher professional learning in the new arts standards.
Most importantly – it will be available to all students who
choose to complete a 3-unit sequence in the arts.
Assuming budget approval at SED (anticipated decision date,
late May), this “rough model” will undergo much more
detailed scrutiny and development this coming summer. The
IAAP Working Group is scheduled to meet in June to consider
and recommend a unified IAAP structure shared by all arts
disciplines, and in July to develop arts discipline-specific
guidelines, checklists, procedures, etc. The Working Group
consists of 25 arts educators from across NYS, from all five
arts disciplines, who represent the broad demographic spread
of the state, and are highly regarded local leaders in arts
education. Each arts discipline group will be led by a chair in
their arts discipline who has extensive experience in arts
curriculum and assessment development, bringing the number
of teachers in the working group to 30. IAAP development
will be guided by three nationally recognized arts assessment
experts, a representative of the NYSED Office of Assessment,
and myself. Further observers and advisors will be on hand
from groups such as BOCES, NYSUT, and higher education
arts education programs.
There will be multiple opportunities for the field to review the
Working Group’s eventual models for each arts discipline.
During summer 2019, a “Tier 1” review group consisting of
representatives from the Blue Ribbon Arts Commission and
other stakeholder groups will give preliminary feedback. Then
the revised models will be posted for public review in early
September, along with applications to be a pilot site. We hope
to have about 40 pilot sites across the state that will represent
the state’s demographic diversity. Piloting for the 1st unit of
study (i.e., the work that students would potentially submit
from their first year/unit of high school arts) should begin in
January 2020, followed by a Year 1 Pilot Scoring Institute in
July 2020. A second year of piloting and another scoring
institute will follow. Assuming all goes according to plan
(ahem), the IAAP should be available to all students by AY
2021-2022.
How you can get involved:
• The IAAP Working Group has already been formed for
2019-2020. If interested in becoming part of the
Working Group in 2020-2021, applications will be
available in Jan/Feb 2020. Most WG members’ schools
will also be pilot sites, though not all.
• Apply to be a pilot site for Spring 2020 or the following
year, AY 2020-2021. Acceptance however will be
limited, as the finite number of pilot sites combined
with the need to meet specific NYS demographic
representation will guide the final list.

• Review and respond in detail to each iteration of the
IAAP that becomes available for public comment.
The Arts Content Advisory Panel (CAP)
All subject areas with an Associate in the Office of Curriculum
& Instruction have a Content Advisory Panel, made up of
certified educators in that content area from across the state,
and sometimes higher ed representatives whose specialty is
curriculum, instruction, and assessment in that content area.
The CAP meets for two full days, four times a year in Albany.
CAP members are usually recommended by their professional
associations, who have exhibited strong and thoughtful
leadership for their arts area at a statewide level. They advise
Associates on new policies and initiatives needed for that
subject area related to standards, curriculum and assessment.
CAP members are not paid for their work, but are reimbursed
for two days of travel, meals, and lodging for each of the four
meetings. CAP members must also represent NYS’ broad
demographic diversity and elementary, middle, and high
school populations.
Our Arts CAP has been pouring out the work this year, and I
am so grateful for their assistance and wisdom. They have
been working on an Arts Standards Implementation Roadmap
(soon to be released – see “Broad Themes” overview
provided in accompanying table), new course sequence
flowcharts for each arts discipline that reflect the new
standards and 21st century curriculum (soon to be available
for your review and recommendations), course coding advice
to the field, new regulatory summaries, new professional
learning materials geared to the 2017 arts standards, and
much more. They also bring issues to the table from each arts
area for feedback and discussion. I can’t emphasize enough
how important the CAP is in representing you and each
professional arts education association.
Each year some members will rotate off the CAP and some
new members will rotate on. The current CAP has another
meeting in June 2019, and potentially will carry over to
September 2019; the 2019-2020 CAP will meet first in either
September or December 2019, and February, April, and June
2020. In September about 10-15 new positions will open up,
at least 2 in each arts discipline. In particular, the CAP will
need teachers next year who teach Media Arts courses and/or
have infused Media Arts into their elementary and middle
level programs.
Your current CAP members for Visual and Media Arts include:
• Michele Agosto, Supervisor of Art Education, Buffalo
Public Schools, magosto@buffaloschools.org
• Grace Barrett, Art Educator, Commack CSD and NYSUT
Subject Area Committee (SAC) member, gbarrett@
commack.k12.ny.us
• Sharon Ciccone, Art Educator, Spackenkill UFSD and
current NYSATA President through June 30, 2019
Sharon.ciccone@sufsdny.org
• Cindy Henry, Union-Endicott CSD, Visual Arts Standards
Writing Chair, Past-President NYSATA, chenry@uek12.
org
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• Dr. Susan Lane, Visual Arts and Media Arts Educator,
Clyde-Savannah CSD, Sue.Lane@clydesavannah.org
• Michelle Schroeder, Art Educator, Buffalo City Schools,
mschroeder@buffaloschools.org
• Robert Wood, Media Arts Educator, Wappingers CSD,
Media Arts Standards Writing Chair, Past-President
NYSATA, Robert.wood@wcsdny.org
Interested in becoming a CAP member?
• There is room for more! Applications will be available
by June 2019 and will be posted on the NYSED website
and/or through your arts education professional
association NYSATA.
• For the Visual Arts and Media Arts, the CAP particularly
needs an increase in representation for more areas of
the state, middle level education, and media arts.
• Don’t be afraid to apply! Have you had some local
leadership experience? Become a statewide leader for
your field!
Did you know?
For Grades 7-12 arts time requirements, NYS is already equal
with or ahead of most other states. According to the Education
Commission of the States, in 2018 New York was one of 15
states that required 1 unit of the arts for graduation. Only two
states require more, Utah (1.5) and Washington (2) though

how the “arts” are defined is not provided in the report.
Nineteen states require students to complete at least one
credit from a selection of electives, which most commonly
include the arts, CTE, speech, and foreign language; of these
electives, no particular subject or subject concentration is
required. Five states rely on local decision-making, and 8
states appear to have no arts requirements at all. New York
State may be alone in requiring schools to offer 5-unit
sequences in the arts.
Additionally, according to the National Center for Education
Statistics, in 2018 New York State was one of…
• 29 states that have adopted early childhood or prekindergarten arts education standards
• 50 states that have adopted elementary and/or secondary
arts education standards
• 50 states that require districts or schools to offer arts
instruction at the elementary school level
• 44 states that require districts or schools to offer arts
instruction at the middle school level
• 44 states that require districts or schools to offer arts
instruction at the high school level
• 44 states that include arts courses as an option to fulfill
graduation requirements
• 22 states that provide funding for an arts education
grant program or a state-funded school for the arts

Jennifer Childress is the Associate in Instructional Services for the Arts at New York State Education Department. As a middle
and high school visual arts educator, and a past professor of art education at the College of St. Rose in Albany, she has been
deeply engaged in the work of providing high quality art education to P-12 audiences. “My goal has always been to help
children grow into their best and most thoughtful selves through arts education, and to provide them with their “cultural rights”
- to know about and participate in the arts, and to learn how our remarkable cultural history is embodied in and communicated
through the art and objects we create”.
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Media and Book Review

TO TEACH the journey,
in comics.
William Ayers, Ryan Alexander-Tanner
ISBN 978-0-8077-5062-9 (paper) 2010

Reviewed by Cindy Wells
TO TEACH the journey, in comics is a graphic novel for pre-service, new and veteran teachers.
The book is an adaption of Ayer’s book To Teach: The journey of a teacher. The love for teaching
is evident throughout the book. Real teachers in real classrooms are highlighted with their love
for children, challenges, and ways to accomplish goals.
This is a book about possibilities.
The book is divided into eight chapters: Opening Day: The Journey Begins, Seeing the Student,
Creating an Environment for Learning, Building Bridges, Liberating the Curriculum, Keeping
Track, The Mystery of Teaching, and Commencement: Beginning Again.
The comic style takes the reader in a fun way to think about experiences, wonder, know-how,
interactive practice, challenges, moving toward deeper ways of knowing, discovery, surprise, and
much more.
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Pre-service Perspective

It Takes Time to be Proud: A Day in the
Life of a Student Teacher
Desiree Lis

T

he past four years came quickly to an end. I have successfully completed student teaching.

When I reflect on all of the work, I have to say I am proud of all that I accomplished. Was I perfect? No. Did I struggle? Yes.
Did I spend too many nights up late working on lesson plans? For sure. But, ultimately, did I learn and help students learn?
Absolutely! So for all of you future student teachers, I do not share this to scare you but to prepare you for the reality of student
teaching.

5:45am My alarm goes off. What time

need to do. I don’t want to let her down. I know I can do it; I
have to try. (Be open to feedback!)

is it? I am so tempted to hit snooze, but
I resist! (Don’t hit snooze!)

11:30-11:50am I scarf down some of my lunch as I run

5:50am I dragged myself out of bed

and I am ready for my day, I grab my
things and head out the door. I’m
praying I am not forgetting anything. I
don’t have time to come back to get anything if I did. I packed
the night before so I could sleep in an extra few minutes. (Be
prepared!)

around the room. I have to hurry to get ready for the next
class. Organization and procedures are so important. Then I
quickly try to remember, what time the next class comes in.
Every class starts and ends at different times and I keep mixing
them up. (Be organized!)

11:55-3:30pm I teach two more classes and then have a

7:15am I get into my school and unpack all of my things.

planning period. I use this time to try to grade, plan, and set
up work. It’s not enough time at all. I guess I’ll have to stay
after school. (Use time wisely!)

8:00am Students start rolling in the door. I greet them and try

3:30-5:30pm It’s quiet and deserted, now I have some time
to catch up. Where does all the time go? (Use every minute of
time wisely!)

Lunch in the fridge, check. Folder of lesson plans, check. Time
to get ready for the day. (Be prepared!)

to remember their names. I do my best, but there’s so many
of them. It takes time to learn 189 students’ names and get to
know them all personally. How do teachers do it? They make
it look so easy. I have to remind myself this is just student
teaching. My supervisor said as soon as I start getting in the
groove of things, my time as a student teacher will be over
and she was right. (Welcome students into the classroom!)

8:10-11:20am The next few hours blur, teaching three

classes and 75 students about printmaking, photography, and
advertising. I never realized how much can go on in such a
short period of time. I take some time to discuss the lessons
with my cooperating teacher and seek feedback to improve.
But as we’re talking, I realize it’s been four hours since I used
the bathroom. When do teachers have time to use the
restroom? I refocus and am in awe of all of the great advice
she gives me. It’s all a bit overwhelming. I have so much to
learn still. I feel I don’t have the time to get to everything I
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6:30pm Time for dinner, but it needs to be fast because I

have so much to do. There’s lesson plans to write, PowerPoint
presentations to create, and my edTPA to finish. Oh yeah, I
also still need to make time to plan and install my senior art
show. Time to prioritize. (Be realistic!)

8:45pm I realize that the entire day, I’ve been thinking about
time. How much time should I spend on this discussion, this
demonstration, work time, etc. How
long will it take this class to clean up
all of the printmaking supplies versus
how long it will take the students in
the photo class to clean up. How can
I maximize work time and eliminate
burn time? Timing is a challenge to
master. I guess it just takes… time! But
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when do teachers have time to do it all! My professor and
cooperating teacher tell me that it will take a few years before
I feel settled in – that’s a long time. I wish it didn’t take so
long. However, I know in the end it’s worth it because as I
stand and look at the meaningful high quality work they have
done, I’m proud.

9:30pm It’s time to stop and give my

brain a break. Netflix? No, I’ll never get
to sleep. I have to do something
brainless that won’t keep me up all
night. I think about how much work
and time it takes to be a teacher. In a
year from now where could I be? My
hope is to be finishing my first year as a
full-time art teacher. I’ll be on my own and I’ll likely be
looking back thinking, where did the time go? I just hope that
I am proud of myself. It takes time to learn, to teach, and to
grow.
Thanks to my supervisor, cooperating teacher, students,
family, and friends, I have done just that. It was worth the
time, I am now ready to be a teacher. It’s time!

My name is Desiree Lis and I am
currently an undergraduate student
at Daemen College. I will be
graduating this spring with my
bachelor’s in art education and a
minor in sculpture. I went to
Lancaster High School and served
as the co-president in Lancaster’s
Academy of Visual and Performing
Arts. I have worked at a before and
after school care program for
almost six years now. As well as, Desiree Lis
worked at an outdoor day camp for almost five years through
the YMCA. I have had the pleasure of being one of the student
representatives this year on the NYSATA Board Of Trustees. I
had the honor to present a lesson I taught this past year at the
Buffalo Art Studio at the NYSATA conference in Buffalo this
year. It was very exciting to share what I did and get some
feedback and suggestions on my lesson. As an emerging art
teacher it has been very helpful to be a part of an organization
like NYSATA.
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Youth Art Month

Celebrating Ten Years of Youth Art
Month In New York State
Donnalyn Shuster, YAM Co-Chairperson

C

oming off of the 2019 National Art Education Association
Conference this past March in Boston, our Youth Art
Month Program is celebrating not only a decade of operation
here in New York, but an outstanding recognition achievement,
with 11 awards in this time period! The time has flown for us
since our inception, and while familiar to many art teachers
who successfully use our ideas and themes in development of
local advocacy efforts, many are still learning about the
benefits of hosting YAM events.
As we celebrate this milestone, it is the perfect time to take a
look back at just how YAM came to be here in the Empire
State. I was attending my very first NAEA Conference in
Chicago back in 2006 (making my first national presentation)
when I chose to attend a YAM workshop presented by Debi
West and Linda Kieling (YAM Chairs in Georgia and Oregon)
to learn more about it. The program sounded perfect to bring
to our state, and I immediately began to reach out to these
wonderful ladies to help us
get moving here. This led to
our
2007
and
2008
participation at NAEA in
New York and New Orleans
with our first large State panel
displays for New York State
featuring student artwork. I
had just joined the NYSATA
BOT at this time, and over a 2008 NAEA Convention – New
lunch meeting at the Hilton in Orleans. Donnalyn with our NYS
YAM Poster done by the Council for
NYC with Julia Lang-Shapiro, Art Education.
we began to lay the
groundwork for a formal proposal to initiate the program here.
NYSATA officially endorsed Youth Art Month as a program
initiative in September of 2010.
With our mission officially recognized, we both began the
process to spread the word to our teachers about the benefits
of participating in YAM events and how increasing visibility
would help their programs. The NYSATA annual conference
that November marked the start of our annual Youth Art
Month Workshop presentations, packed with information on
our events, Flag Contest, promotional ideas, ways to work
with the media and the opportunity for hands on projects
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based on the annual YAM theme. From this humble beginning,
our conference displays started off and have grown to become
an important part of the Vendor Area! With the help of Phyllis
Brown, the sharing of ideas for YAM events continued past the
conference with weekly advocacy strategies in her blog “The
Artful Advocate”.
Using the well established Legislative Art Show as our flagship
Youth Art Month exhibition for March, enhanced the original
mission of the event as an advocacy tool bringing students,
parents, teachers, administrators, and our state legislators
together to focus on the visual arts programs in the state. The
week-long exhibition featured legislative speakers as well as
students and other dignitaries at the annual reception, held in
the midst of crucial budget talks in Albany.
Nationally, New York State
began to carve out our
presence as a strong grassroots
advocacy state with the use of
student images on large
panels at the 2007 and 2008
NAEA Conferences. We were
given our first panel in the
YAM museum in 2010 at the
NAEA in Baltimore and by
2011 had our first flag design
displayed in Seattle. With the
recent corporate support of
Sargent Art, our overall flag
winner, division winners, and
their teachers receive gift sets
of
materials,
greatly
enhancing participation rates
in the contest. Our State Flag
Winner receives a smaller
version of the state flag to
keep and hang in their school!

Julia Lang-Shapiro and Donnalyn
Shuster at the NAEA 2010
Conference in NYC, with dual
awards from the Council for Art
Education – New Program
Recognition and Best New Program
Promotion.

At the National Art Education Association Convention, New
York State received our very first YAM award for New Program
from the Council for Art Education, Inc., who manages the
national celebration. As we continued to build our presence,
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the networking with other YAM chairs and connections made
through the NAEA helped us to successfully create and
sustain our program here. The string of awards continued
including Best New Promotion, New State Participation, and
a series of Awards of Merit and Excellence. During this time
period we presented our program twice at the NAEA
Convention.
During the last few years, and
our rapid dependence upon
social
media,
Heather
McCutcheon (Region 3
Chairperson) was added to
the team in 2016 to manage
these outlets for us. At this
time, the #MakeArtMonday
challenge was launched as a
Donnalyn Shuster & Julia Lang way
to capture the moment in
Shapiro accepting the 2015 Youth
our classrooms and share with
Art Month Award of Merit in New
the world. Our intrepid YAM
York City during the NAEA 2016
Convention.
State
Committee,
Jill
Accordino, Phyllis Brown,
Kathleen Pfeifer, and Janice Wiggins, provided support, ideas,
and help to us along the way.

Donnalyn Shuster & Julia Lang Shapiro on stage at the NAEA
Convention 2018 in Seattle
accepting the 2017 Award of
Excellence from the CFAE (Council
for Art Education, Inc.)

today with over 240 teachers and 5,000 students participating,
New York State is looked upon as a major force in art
advocacy supporting our Visual and Media Arts programs by
the rest of the nation.
Incentives such as the chance to win one-year memberships
in NYSATA, yearly certificates, and our brand new 5-Year
Recognition Program creates excitement and allows our
teachers to demonstrate to their districts their commitment to
sharing program and educating their communities.

First student designed YAM Flag
displayed at the NAEA Convention
in Seattle, 2011.

NYSATA Conference Booth at the
Desmond Hotel along with Kris
Bakke (CFAE Board Member &
Director of Sales for NASCO’s Art
Division)

As we begin our second decade in New York State, we are
very grateful to the support and participation by our art
teachers and NYSATA Board of Trustees. A huge thank you is
in order for all who have hosted YAM events, and worked to
make sure that the arts are always at the table, and not on the
menu in our schools and communities.

YAM Conference Booth at the 2016
NYSATA Conference in Binghamton
NY.

All this would not have been possible without our teachers
being willing to sharing their YAM events with us! From our
first report with 55 teachers (done entirely on paper in a
scrapbook format) to electronic collection and submissions

Heather McCutcheon, Donnalyn
Heather McCutcheon, Donnalyn
Shuster and Julia Lang - Shapiro at Shuster, Julia Lang - Shapiro
the NAEA 2019 Convention in
accepting the 2018 Award of
Boston.
Excellence from Kris Bakke of
NASCO at the NAEA 2019
Convention in Boston
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NYSATA Summer Institute at Sagamore

Great Camp Sagamore
– an art teacher’s retreat.
Beth Atkinson, NYSATA Summer Institute Co-Chair

A

s the school year comes to an end, most of us are looking
forward to our summer vacations, plans for relaxing,
reviving ourselves and reviving the artist within. June was the
light at the end of the tunnel for me when I was still teaching.
About sixteen years ago my husband said to me “You really
need to do something for yourself this summer. Get back to
making your own art. Find something you love.” At the
NYSATA Conference that year, I saw a display for the NYSATA
Summer Institute at Great Camp Sagamore. I knew nothing
about it, but a week in the Adirondacks making art with other
people who were in the same boat as me – it could work –
and I could get in-service credit too. I had 3 young children
at home at that time and was worried about leaving them for
a week, but my husband assured me that he had it covered.
I was a little nervous, as I knew no one else going, but I took
a chance and registered. That week changed my life. I know
it sounds sappy, but it did. I found my tribe. It revived me and
got me back on track to making my own art and it also
inspired me to try new things in my classroom. I have been
back every year since, and a few years ago I became Sagamore
co-chair. Each year there are new and returning faces – some
people are “lifers” and come back year after year. I am
definitely a lifer.

“smorgasbord” program or stay with one particular group for
the week to explore a single area more deeply. This summer
we offer a Fiber Arts strand taught by Cindy Henry and a
Solarplate strand that I will be teaching.
The cost of registration includes room and board as well as
most materials. Participants can receive 50 hours of CTLE
credit through NYSATA. For those who have never attended
the NYSATA Summer Institute, we also offer 3 scholarship
opportunities. Great Camp Sagamore has partnered with
NYSATA in offering one full tuition scholarship and one
partial scholarship. New this year, through a generous
donation from two of our long time participants, we now also
offer a Retiree Scholarship for a NYSATA member who has
retired from teaching but still wants to stay connected to the
NYSATA community.
I’m thinking that most people have already made their plans
for this summer but it’s always good to plan ahead. So, think
about the NYSATA Summer Institute for the summer of 2020.
It fills up fast, so register early. Registration opens right after
the annual NYSATA Conference in November. It really is a
wonderful experience and don’t forget to apply for those
scholarships!

Our program has pretty much stayed the same over the years
offering numerous workshops in many different areas for
elementary and secondary educators as well as for the artist.
We are inspired by the beautiful surroundings, enjoy home
cooked meals and make art. We share our art and the art of
our students. We share stories, tips, offer support and make
great friends. Some of my best friends are ones I have made
through our week at Sagamore. I wouldn’t trade it for the
world.
Each summer the offerings change in subject so that returnees
have something new to look forward to. Our registration has
continued to grow and this summer we are adding something
new to our program. In addition to offering our regular
program, which we like to call our “smorgasbord” – where
participants do a variety of workshops throughout the week, a
little of this and a little of that. We are now also offering two
“concentration” strands, each lasting the entire week. Upon
registration, participants can now choose our regular
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CREATIVITY THRIVES IN DETROIT
CCS enrolls more than 1,400 students from 34 states and
24 countries, pursuing Master of Fine Arts degrees in Color
and Materials Design, Integrated Design, Interaction Design
and Transportation Design and Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees
in Advertising Design, Communication Design, Crafts,
Entertainment Arts, Fashion Accessories Design, Fine Arts,
Illustration, Interior Design, Photography, Product Design
and Transportation Design. A Visual Arts Teacher Certification
is also available. Visit collegeforcreativestudies.edu for
more information.
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Media Arts Feature Article I

Studio in Media Arts: Implementing a
Foundation’s Course in Digital Arts
Kelly Baum

“Control T, Hold Shift to keep constraints, Control Alt Z, The
resolution needs to be upgraded, it’s too pixelated“. Major
teacher vocabulary goals accomplished! As we inch our way
to the end of the school year our year-long experience in
Studio in Media Arts comes to a close. The freshman, that
once entered my classroom much reminiscent of deer in
headlights, are walking and talking like a true artist. Students
absorb and interpret using vocabulary associated with the
elements and principles of art and design as well as new
vocabulary connected with the digital and media discipline.
This is all done with ease, yet they have not picked up
graphite, paint, or sculpted clay all year. How can this be?
With the recent update and implementation of the Media Arts
standards statewide, New York state and NYSATA especially
have shone new light on a discipline that is growing daily in
the art field. In the last 14 years of teaching, I have had the
opportunities to work in a variety of different “digital” school
programs throughout Long Island. Currently, I am working
with the talented students at the Plainview-Old Bethpage
CSD. Our district has been running and implementing a
foundations course that counts for a full-year graduation
credit in Art, since before 2005. I recently was able to
highlight our foundation’s program as well as the flow of our
digital-based classes at the 2018 NYSATA conference in
Buffalo, New York.
Many people in the field have argued that Studio in Media
Arts is dedicated to technology-based programs that weigh
heavily on the moving image. In our program we have
structured our Media Arts class to mirror our Studio in Arts
curriculum. The difference is the tools in which we teach with
and how the students make their art. In our Media program,
we introduce students to the elements and principles of art
and design. They learn basic functions of programs like
Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Premiere, and use devices
like digital SLR cameras, scanners and Wacom drawing
tablets. We teach perspective, color, line, shape, and how to
make a strong composition. We treat the Media curriculum as
a digitally-based fine arts class. Students draw with tablets and
digitally paint. We prepare our students in their initial
foundation classes and encourage the use of their own
drawings and photos to influence their work. This idea and
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transition of original art making help students build a strong
body of digital 2-D artwork that can be used for future
portfolio and AP classes.
Now some of you reading this might think, “that’s all good
and great but what if my district can’t afford to run three fully
functioning digital labs? What if we are unable to pay the
licensing fees for the programs like Photoshop and Illustrator?
What kind of computers will we need to invest into house
animation software? Will our network and district server be
able to hold the large file sizes of digital media files? How can
we have a successful program in the Media Arts without these
things?” While yes, something can be said about having
access to real-world applications and programs. Our students
leave our program ready to work in the digital and mediabased workplace. Often having the previous experience in
these programs helps students in art schools or colleges to
start their programs ahead of the masses. With the increase of
the digital arts, many free apps are being created. Districts are
usually at the discretion of the art staff, to find cost-effective
programs for smart devices, that are designed to run and
operate just like the Adobe suite. Recently we have had an
influx of students using their iPads or tablets to draw and
digitally paint with these free applications and then convert
the files to .psd (Adobe Photoshop) or .ai (Adobe Illustrator)
files upon exporting. Not to mention the countless free
programs for animation that we have at our fingertips. This
allows students an even more cost-effective way to take their
work home to work on it, rather than paying for yearly
licensing. I think that no matter how your department or
district decided to implement the Media Arts class if your
main focus is to have students leave the class with an
understanding of the elements and principles, to become a
successful designer and have the vocabulary for the subject
matter, you’re doing it right.
In the 2018 NYSATA presentation, we highlighted cost
analysis, breakdown of space and server requirements to
implement fully functioning Media Arts program. This program
created advancement opportunities in Animation, Computer
Graphics, Digital Photography, Advertising & Design, and AP
2-D Digital. If you would like a copy of the presentation
discussed at the 2018 NYSATA conference you can
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contact me at: kbaum@pobschools.org. The art department
here at Plainview-Old Bethpage John F. Kennedy High school
would love to share our program with teachers or administrators
alike. Please do not hesitate to reach out to us.
Michael K: In this Illustrator lesson we
challenge students to take pictures of
landscapes, seascapes and cityscapes.
Students are taught about the
construction of a landscape, from the
background through the middle ground
and finally the foreground. This lesson
mirrors a lesson we teach in the Studio
in Art class, but we paint in watercolors
and acrylics. In the digital version
students are able to dissect their
references and identify shapes, values
and blocks of color. They use this to
replicate the image into an Vector
landscape. This lesson strengthens
students understanding of composition,
shape, and building a strong piece, for
their portfolios.

Ethan S: This portrait of Michael Jackson, is the final Project in my Media
Arts class. Using both Illustrator and Photoshop students create portraits of
animals, people or food. This image is created entirely out of Emojis. This
project is designed after contemporary artist Yung Jakes, who works with
emojis. Students use Illustrator to draw a contour of the image,
strengthening their drawing skills. They use tools like the brush tool, pen
tool or pencil to create their line drawing. From this design they create
“wallpapers” out of their emojis. They can colorize the emojis, dodge and
burn or overlap with other emojis of “like color”. They then fill in sections
and essentially create areas of value based on their observational skills to
their reference image. Students learn about shading, color, overlapping,
contour line as well as proportion.

Maryanna M: Apple This exercise is the first exercise where we introduce
using the Wacom tablets as a tool to replicate drawing and or painting in a
traditional way. This device allows students to hold a tangible pen instead
of a mouse, thus replicating human hand motions and techniques. The
tablet showcases mark making, layering, pressure all things that students
in Studio get to witness with their charcol, pencil and painting. The joy of
replicating this method in the digital platform provides an editable and mess
free option for students. This apple exercise was done in Photoshop,
highlighting the endless options in brushes that students have at their
fingertips.

Parker E: Digital Mandalas - In the initial stages of learning Photoshop we
have students learn about reflection, rotation and scale. Students create
original digital kaleidoscopes with their personal photographs. From this
exercise they learn more about radial symmetry and the idea behind
repetition and mandalas. For this project each student created a pizza slice
which they replicated and rotated to make a circular image of a digital
mandala. In the creation of the “slice” students were asked to use line,
shape (geometric or organic) and to really focus on their color families
used. After the creation of their mandalas students experimented with
colorizing and adjusting hue and saturation to offer alternate mandalas for
display.
Samantha K: Moment in time (Italy)
This is a great example of a
students work after they have
completed our Media in Arts
foundation class. This project
entitled “Moment in Time” has
students in Computer Graphics I
create vector illustrations using the
pen tool and gradient mesh
techniques. Students are asked to
find a photo that depicts an
important moment in their lives, and
they are asked to crop, and replicate
it in Illustrator. This project happens
in the 1st quarter of Computer
Graphics 1 and really helps student
to see shading and value in skin as
well as objects to create strong 3-d
values in their work.

Kelly Baum is an art educator
on Long Island, New York.
She graduated from Alfred
University in 2005, with her
BFA and her MFA from
Hofstra University in Fine Arts
education in 2007. She has
been teaching since 2006
with most of her experience
teaching high school digital
programs. She is currently a
digital art teacher at PlainviewOld Bethpage John F.
Kennedy High School. In her free time she works as a
freelance graphic designer and photographer. During the
summer she can be found on the beaches of Long Island with
her three children and her husband.
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Media Arts Feature Article II

Paul Klee and Polyphony – A First
Grade Media Arts Unit
Dr. Susan Lane

I

ncorporating Media Arts into elementary curricula may seem like a daunting task, especially when dealing with younger
students. However, it does not have to be. Here, I present an example of a first-grade Media Arts unit titled, “Paul Klee and
Polyphony.”
Basis for the Unit
I based the unit on the enduring understanding that there are parallels between art and music. Art and music share the goal of
communicating an idea through composition. Individual elements, whether they be colors, tones, shapes, spatial relationships,
tempo, or pitch work together to create a rhythm and harmony essential for a cohesive composition.
Paul Klee noticed the parallel and attempted to merge the two disciplines (Wolfman, 2016). Klee an artist, musician, and
teacher became intrigued with the connection between line, color, rhythm, tempo, and tone. He was particularly inspired by
Bach’s use of polyphony and attempted to visualize that concept through painting.
Klee understood that polyphony meant many voices; a musical composition made up of multiple individual melodies that
occur simultaneously (Merriam Webster, 2019). Bach’s Fugue in G minor, BWV 578 (Little Fugue) is an example. However,
Klee expressed those many voices by layering color, tone, and shape rather than layering sound to create a harmonious
composition. He coined this painting style, Polyphonic Painting (Schmidt, 2013).
Presentation of the Lessons
Day 1:
I began the unit by presenting a basic introduction to Paul Klee and color theory. The term, contrast was introduced and
explained. Paul Klee used differences in color to make contrast. I explained that he used light and dark colors in the painting,
Architecture (1923). Students identified them and we discussed how contrast helps us notice the light colors. I presented Klee’s
painting, Bleuhendes (1934) and explained that he used loud and quiet colors. I explained that loud colors are saturated, they
are clean and bright. Quiet colors are de-saturated, they do not stand out and are dirty and dull. We identified the loud/
saturated colors that stood out in the painting. The NYS Visual Art Standard addressed was: VA:Cr3.1.1a – Use art vocabulary
to describe choices.
Before starting the drawing assignment, we looked at Paul Klee’s painting, Castle and Sun (1928) and identified the light and
dark colors as well as the loud and quiet colors. Students easily identified the yellow triangles, in the center of the painting,
and the saturated red squares and rectangles as loud colors. However, they identified the sun as a loud color, which was
incorrect. That required me to clarify the difference between contrast in color and the contrast in size or shape. Fortunately,
my need to clarify the difference between color and shape provided a great segue for reviewing geometric shapes of rectangles,
squares, and triangles and talking about how size can be equated to loud and quiet. In addition to the NYS Visual Art Standard
VA:Cr3.1.1a, we addressed VA:Re8.1.1a – With guidance, compare and contrast subject matter in works of art.
Students were asked to create their own castle using only rectangles, squares, and triangles. They were asked to divide up large
“empty” shapes into smaller shapes. Finally, they were given the opportunity to add a sun. NYS Visual Art Standard addressed
was VA:Cr2.3.1a - Create art that represents natural and constructed environments.
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Day 2:
We revisited Paul Klee’s Castle and Sun to review light, dark,
loud, and quiet colors. I provided a demonstration on how to
use oil pastels and crayons. I taught students how to make their
oil pastel and crayon colors lighter, darker, and quiet by
coloring over them with white, black, gray, and brown and
blending them with dried out markers. Once students practiced
and demonstrated mastery of the process, I asked them to think
about what colors they wanted to use. Where will you use loud
or light colors? Where will you use quiet or dark colors? Why
will you put loud colors there? Why will you put quiet colors
there? Students finished their drawing of the castle and began
to color their picture. The NYS Visual Art Standard addressed
was VA:Cr2.1.1a - Explore uses of materials and tools to create
works of art or design.
Day 3:

Students used Paul Klee’s painting, Castle and Sun as inspiration for their
drawing.

We began class with a review of Paul Klee’s work and how he used contrast by making colors light, dark, loud, and quiet to
draw our attention to certain parts of his picture. We reviewed how to make our colors lighter, darker, or quiet. Students
finished coloring their castle picture. The NYS Visual Art Standard addressed was VA:Cr2.1.1a - Explore uses of materials and
tools to create works of art or design.
Day 4:
After students finished coloring their castles, I introduced Johann Sebastian Bach’s Fugue in G minor, BWV 578 (Little Fugue)
as an example of polyphony, where many voices work together, at the same time, to make a song. After listening to it, I
explained that Paul Klee loved the layers of sounds in Bach’s work and wanted to show that in painting. We looked at Klee’s
painting, Polyphony (1932). The painting is a much-cited example how Klee visually expressed a musical symphony. The
rectangles of blue, green, purple, and yellow tones float behind small dots of color, creating an orderly succession of receding
planes (Verdi, 1968). Blue and green tones are thought to represent low-pitched harmonies while the dots of bright yellow
represent higher pitches. Each element and plane of color, while separate, harmonizes into one composition (Miller, 2002).
Klee used colors and shapes instead of music notes as the voices. If Klee’s colors and shapes could make a sound, what would
they be? Students vocalized examples. More examples of low- and high-pitched sounds were compared to colors that could
represent them.
Once I was confident that students understood the correlation between color and sound, I demonstrated how to use Chrome
Music Lab Song Maker. I chose that app because my students were already familiar with it from music class and I could
download their creations to a WAV or MIDI file to share with parents. Students were shown that they, like Bach, could create
polyphony music using Song Maker. They could compose many voices (melodies) that would play at the same time.
Students had an opportunity to explore the software.
In addition to Visual Arts Standard VA:Re7.2.1a - Compare images that represent the same subject, the Media Arts Standards
addressed were MA:Pr4.1.1a - Categorize different art forms and content in media artwork presentations and MA:Cr3.1.1a With support, capture and assemble media arts content.
Day 5:
After reviewing color and pitch associations and how to use Chrome Music Lab Song Maker, students were asked to imagine
what their picture might sound like. I reminded them that their picture was made up of many different shapes and colors which
work together to make a beautiful picture and that their music should have many different voices/sounds that work together.
Students then composed music to represent their paintings. The Media Arts Standard addressed was MA:Cr3.1.1a - With
support, capture and assemble media arts content.
After school, I downloaded students’ music as WAV files, saved it in Google Drive, and converted the URL to a QR code. I
printed the QR codes and attached them to their work for display.
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Students composed music to audibly express their drawing using Song Maker from Chrome Music Lab

Day 6:
When students arrived in class, their pictures and QR codes were displayed on tables. I began the class by demonstrating the
process of accessing the music by scanning the QR code using the iPad. I used several students’ work as an example. Students
provided a thumbs-up, thumbs-level, or thumbs-down when I asked how well the music tones matched the color tones. Then,
I allowed students to go around the room and listen to other students work. A couple of students asked to redo their music to
match the picture better, which I allowed.
NYS Media Arts Standards addressed were MA:Re7.1.1a - Identify components of media artwork and MA:Re7.2.1a - With
guidance, identify how media artwork communicates different messages.

Students used iPads to listen to their classmate’s music. They provided feedback in the form of a smiley face drawn on a Post-it note to say they felt the
music went along with the picture. Question marks drawn on Post-it notes mean they were not sure if a different composition would work better.

Several students chose to revise their music after receiving feedback from
peers. Here is an example of one student who revised her music to better
match her drawing.
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Why this is artwork considered media arts?
Media Arts are defined by NYSED as “all forms of time-related art works which are created by recording sound and/or visual
images” and require “a technological component to function” (NYSED, 2017, p.2). They include a fourth dimension of time
that can be expressed using shutter speeds, video, sound, rhythm or tempo, installations, and interactive art (Dover, 2014;
NYSED, 2017). Meaning may unfold over time or might only exist once the work is installed.
Paul Klee considered the element of time in his polyphonic paintings, he wrote that, “here the time element becomes a spatial
element. The notion of simultaneity stands out even more richly” (Klee, p. 374). Students’ separate shapes of color work
together to form a whole composition where space represents time. In addition, a technical component was used to create
music that would lead the viewer through a 10-second journey across their work.

Dr. Susan Lane is an elementary
art teacher at Clyde-Savannah
Central School District. She is
also the NYSATA Advocacy
Co-Chair, Media Arts Standards
Writer, and a NYSED Content
Advisory Panel Member.
Here are some examples of student drawings and the accompanying
music. Use a QR code reader or the camera on your SMART photo to open
the link and listen.
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2019 NYSATA Conference

Plan Now to Attend the 2019 NYSATA Conference in Binghamton!
November 22nd-24th, 2019

			

Embracing change is the theme of the 2019 NYSATA Conference as we return to Binghamton. This theme represents
the exciting changes and challenges we as art educators face as we move into the future.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Media represents how the new Media Arts Standards are causing many to consider how they can integrate media
arts into their programs and rethink how best to do so at all age levels.
Mind represents how vital art instruction is to nurturing and to the development and integration of the 16 Habits of
Mind that will help prepare our students for life in the 21st century.
Method refers to changing pedagogy and the exciting ways art instruction is changing with movements such as
choice-based art instruction, TAB (Teaching for Artistic Behavior) and play-based as art instruction.

Incredible Keynote Speakers
An Exciting Pre-Conference		
Over 100 Workshops
Commercial Exhibitors and College Showcase
Student Scholarship Winners and the Student
Art Exhibit
Extended Hands-on Workshops
NYSATA Awards and The President’s Dinner &
Reception
Back by Popular Demand: 10x10 Member
Exhibit. Start making your art now!
Plus the Whova Conference App with more

great features to enhance
your conference experience!
Go to www.NYSATA.org
Registration begins early
September. Register before
Nov. 1, 2019 for the earlybird
discount rate.
Individuals who are members as
of 9/1/19 will receive the print conference issue of
the NYSATA News with workshop listings in the mail.
The Fall Digital NYSATA eNews will contain all of the
conference information.
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AT NAZARETH COLLEGE, TEACHING ART
IS AN ART IN ITSELF.
With one of the top-ranked art education programs in New York State, Nazareth College
prepares graduates to be teachers, researchers, and artists. Our grads are practicing
artists as well as lifelong leaders and advocates for art education.
LEARN MORE naz.edu/art-ed

4245 East Ave., Rochester, NY 14618 • admissions@naz.edu • 585-389-2860
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Spring Ahead&& With T

(some random observations re: birding,
Peeps

Early Spring:

My man TC is a digital
native/obsessed fourth grader
on the spectrum. Early Spring
for him: up-cycled laptops,
phones and clocks.

social media influencers

Woodcock, a pink moon, the
beginning of migration season
and Autism Awareness Month.

FIELD STUDY
Our travels are a push-pull. NatureMachines. Inside-Outside. Order-Chaos.
Conflicts abound.
My woodcock survived another hunting season, TC and I visit DIA:BEACON,
where tecnhology abounds. Instant
response, he's at home in this space.
Slowly, we learn together.

bogsucker
La Becasse
26
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Timberdoodle
, art and technology)
REAL Or ILLUSION?
Native vs. Non-native
Slowly I grow my digital hybrid tools.
I lived before computers. TC dives in
and embraces new tools like a wizard.
Birds suffer these same labels.
Add more memory!

Always a debate for artists. . .
The digital realm stands alone, and/or exists
in collaboration or opposition to print, and
reqlity, depending on your framework of
experience.
This prompts a thought about learning
styles - ED jargon for how we roll .

ALL OVER THE SPECTRUM

Re-Tool:
Accessibility. Speed. Unlimited connectivity.
Portability. Digital design, Installation, Video,
Virtual reality, Activism, Big data, Crowdfunding, Hackers, Fake news. . .
Tactile vs. Swipe, Paper Vs. Screen, Larger Vs.
Smaller. . . the APPLE PENCIL!

TC and I share some tendencies re: learning
styles. - somewhat random, we embrace serendipity. TC is chaotic at times, but mostly
obsessed . . . when he is motivated. His near
photographic memory means a limitless store
house of digital information. He is soothed
by a screen. Loves the repetitious. Craves the
pattern.
We choose our corners . . . and sometimes we
dig in.
Control and comfort is something we all
crave . . . but motivation moves us forward.
Our passions are a lens, a departure point
for exploration. New tools enlarge the conversation. We challenge one another to explore
new ways of seeing.

EVOLVE OR BE EATEN
Like birds, we are highly adaptable. We flock
together, communicate warnings and avoid
danger. American Woodcocks' large eyes are
positioned high and near the back of their
skull. It helps keep their eyes on the sky, not
unlike most teachers we know . . .

hokumpoke
Screen time / real time

GPalmer - April 2019
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Media Arts Feature Article III

Authentic Media Arts Integration in a
K-12 Visual Arts Curriculum
Kelly Hanning and Amanda Wilmier

A

s part of the new New York State
and National Core Arts Standards,
the Media Arts Standards fall under the
umbrella of the Visual Arts curriculum.
Many art educators are looking for
authentic interdisciplinary learning
experiences for their students. Due to
our changing technological world, it is
vital for art educators to become
innovators, finding productive and
meaningful ways to combine both
media and visual arts curriculum and
standards-based inquiry for their
students. Our K-12 approach to the
media arts is situated within stop-motion
animation, where students exercise
visual literacy, collaborative skills,
problem solving, and technological
awareness. Drawing from artistic,
pedagogical, and technological modes
of practice, we explore stop-motion
animation as a means to integrate
authentic media art techniques in the
visual art classroom. Current technology
platforms and traditional studio practices
invite educators to explore the genuine
interaction between media and visual
arts, generating student-centered
learning experiences. Stop-motion
animation allows for collaborative
learning and problem solving among
students while navigating the creative
process. As a result, the media arts can
enter a visual art curriculum in
meaningful ways.
In order to combine media and visual
arts we choose to employ the use of
Stop Motion Studio, a free downloadable
application on all devices. Introducing
this app to 21st century learners accesses
prior knowledge of digital and visual
literacy. Easily recognizable icons lend
themselves to student-centered learning,
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Pictured is a completed movie set and characters, created by a 5th grade animation team.
Movie title: New York City

in that students explore the app and its
functions similar to the way they would
explore any other digital tool. We find
that students are quick to engage with
the app, which sets the stage for
motivated art making.
At the elementary level, 5th grade
students participated in the stop-motion
project. Students worked in animation
teams of 4-5 students per team, dividing
the labor equally. For example, students
worked together to brainstorm their
story ideas, and worked as a team to
build their movie sets. Sets were
completed with cut paper and marker
for the duration of one class period, and
were stored in the classroom in between
sessions. Finally, each student was in
charge of sculpting at least one character
or prop for their movie, ultimately taking
turns filming on iPads in the art room:
directing, moving the characters for
each frame, and editing. On the final

day of this unit, students became movie
critics and assessed each other’s films
during our classroom movie premier.
Students answered questions during
each movie that assessed the quality of
the set construction, character sculpting,
cinematography, storyline, and effects.
At the high school level, 9th grade
students participated in the stop-motion
project. Students worked individually to
create a 30-second animation promoting
a chosen topic that they felt connected
to. The project started with an
introduction to animation and stopmotion. The students then decided on
their topic, and began brainstorming by
planning images and text to be used in
their videos. The students discussed the
importance of visual imagery, as well as
the significance of typography, and
incorporated that knowledge into their
video planning. After planning, the
students began creating the necessary
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paper images and text that would be
used in their videos. During the creation
stage of the project, students used a
variety of drawing materials to create
their letters, words, and images. For
filming, students used their own cell
phones with the downloaded app to
make their videos. Once the students
had video footage, they edited their
animation in the app and submitted
their final version to me. On the last day
of the unit, we watched all of the videos
and completed a small critique of the
videos. The students used a written
question guide to reflect on the videos
and used that in the critique when
discussing each video.

Pictured is a 5th grade movie set with
completed characters.
Students worked in groups of 4-5 to complete
all work shown.
Movie Title: Camping

This 5th grade animation team is working as
a group to film their stop-motion movie. At this
stage, filming is divided into 4 jobs:
Set designers (2 students): move figures that
will be the actors, places props and scenery
for each frame.

Pictured is a 5th grade movie set, with
completed characters. Students used cut
paper and markers to create the set, and nondrying Sculpey Clay to craft their characters.
Movie Title: Dogs in Space

Photographer: keeps the camera still, and
takes photos of each set-up, which will be
strung together to create an animation.
Director: Leads the filming process, making
sure everything is in the right place before
shooting.

In our experience, using stop motion
animation draws several connections
between visual and media arts. For
example, our students complete cut
paper collage movie sets and props,
character sculptures from clay,
typography design and storyboard
drawing to help communicate their
ideas. All of the art making elements,
activities, and processes culminate into
a time-based stop motion film that
amplifies the importance of visual arts
in storytelling, visual communication,
and technology use.
Based on our experience, key points to
consider when integrating media arts
are:
• Don’t let technology scare you.
The students might know more
than you, and that’s okay!
• Allow for a pedagogy of
vulnerability and co-construct
knowledge with students;
• Allow time to explore new
technologies, and embrace peer
teaching models; and
• Enjoy
observing
students’
creativity come to life!

9th grade student working on creating part of
the project. The student used Sharpie
markers to design their letters and images.

9th grade student working on filming their
video. The black paper was used for the
backdrop and a styrofoam cup was used to
hold their phone in place during filming.
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Authentically implementing stopmotion animation increases overall
engagement and student-centered
pedagogy, while incorporating the
media arts into a strong visual art
curriculum. Our hybrid approach to
media and visual art units allow for
individual student voice, choice, and
relevance within the art curriculum,
aligning with both the Visual and Media
Arts Standards.
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Links to Student Work (Elementary):
(Film Title: Dolphin Play Time)
https://youtu.be/UmImaa4JO3k
(Film Title: Dogs in Space)
https://youtu.be/oPDXeT040ao
(Film Title: Camping)
https://youtu.be/NWLbFcA-hfE
(Film Title: The Show)
https://youtu.be/GwiriqcVAq4
(Film Title: Hollywood Animals)
https://youtu.be/Si-l8OzYUfk
(Film Title: The Macaroon Chase)
https://youtu.be/ybqkVWt_7Go

Finished letters used in one 9th grade animation.
The student used Sharpie markers and paper.
The student chose the topic of global warming
and created the letters that moved through the
video to spell “Climate Change” and “Greenhouse
Effect”.

Links to Student Work (High School):
https://youtu.be/AGO6xY7lpJ0

Finished letters and images used in one 9th
grade animation. The student used Sharpie
markers and paper. The student chose the topic
of body image and created the letters that moved
through the video to spell “Love Your Body” and
“Love Everybody”. The student also created a
variety of figures that moved through the video.

Kelly Hanning is currently teaching Pre-k through 5th grade at Walt Disney Elementary School, in the
Gates-Chili School District, and works as an adjunct professor at Nazareth College. She has been a
member of NYSATA since 2013, and has presented several times at the conference and serves as the
NYSATA Student Volunteer Coordinator. Kelly presented alongside her fellow Nazareth Alumni and close
friend, Amanda Wilmier, last March at the NAEA Convention in Boston, and looks forward to future
professional collaborations.
Amanda Wilmier is currently teaching at Brockport High School, in Brockport,
New York, where she teaches Studio Art and Ceramics. She has been a member
of NYSATA since 2012, and has presented every year at the conference since 2015. In addition to
attending and presenting at the conference, Amanda has been one of the NYSATA Student Volunteer
Coordinators for the conference the past 3 years and looks forward to participating in that role again for
this year’s upcoming conference. This past March, Amanda presented with her fellow Nazareth Alumni
and close friend, Kelly Hanning, at the NAEA Convention in Boston and looks forward to presenting at
the convention again in the future.

10X10 Member Exhibit
10 Regions • 10”x10” Incredible Works of Art
Members Exhibit and Sale to Benefit the Scholarship Fund at
the 2019 Annual Conference in Binghamton!
• All 2D entries must be 10”x10”
unframed/unmatted works
of art. 3D entries must be
10”x10”x10”. These smaller,
easier to transport works of art
facilitate greater participation.
• The work will be hung
anonymously (artists are asked
to sign the back or we will cover
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the signature with a post-it).
• There will be no fee to
participate and all members are
eligible to submit up to 2 pieces
of quality work.
• The work will be sold for a flat
$20 each on Saturday afternoon
and throughout the evening.
• As with previous Members

Exhibits there will be prizes
awarded for excellence.
• Contributions will be tax
deductible as the proceeds will
go to the scholarship fund.
• All unsold work will be returned
to the artist/member.
Questions? Contact Beth Atkinson:
bethatkinson12@hotmail.com
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E L E M E N TA RY, K– 6

Explore art from the past and present.

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.
Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.
1

Looking Around

2 People and Places
3 Colorful Stories

Themes in Explorations in ART

Explorations in

ART

Second Edition

Explore art in your world and across the globe.
Explore art from the past and present.

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.
Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.
1

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

Nature’s Beauty

2 We Belong Together
3 Back to Nature

6 Change

5 Work and Play
6 Outside and Inside

Appearances

2 Sharing Ideas
3 Presenting Places

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.
Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.
1

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

We the People

2 Our Artistic Heritage
3 Surprises

6 Imagination

4 Close to Nature
5 Sharing
6 A World of Wonder

ART

Explore art from the past and present.

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.
Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

Day-to-Day Observation

2 Harmony
4 Design
5 Communicating Ideas
6 People and Places

2 Invented Worlds

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

4 Places and Spaces
5 Forces of Nature
6 Traditions

NEW!

Sec o n d
Edition!

3

Explorations in

ART

Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts
davisart.com

1

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

2

3

Stewart

Stewart

Stewart

4
Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts
davisart.com

Alone and Together

Explorations in

ART

Second Edition

5 Traditions

1

2
Second Edition

Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts

Explore art in your world and across the globe. davisart.com

1

Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.

3 Stories

Second Edition

Second Edition

4 Nature’s Gifts

1

Themes in Explorations in ART

Explorations in

Second Edition

Marilyn G. Stewart
Second Edition

Stewart

1

ART

Explore art from the past and present.

K

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.

Stewart

Explore “essential questions” with your classmates.

Second Edition

Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts

Explorations in ART

Explore the “big ideas” that we all care about.

Explorations in

Explore art in your world and across the globe. davisart.com

ART

Explore art from the past and present.

3 Stories

4 Picture Stories

Stewart

Explore art from the past and present.

Themes in Explorations in ART

Explorations in ART

Second Edition

Explore art in your world and across the globe.

Explorations in ART

Themes in Explorations in ART

Explorations in

Explore art in your world and across the globe.

Second Edition

5 Special Times

Second Edition

Second Edition

4 Art and Nature

Themes in Explorations in ART

Explorations in ART

Second Edition

Cathy Weisman Topal
Second Edition

Explore art in your world and across the globe.

Explorations in ART

Explorations in ART

Explorations in

ART

Themes in Explorations in ART

5
Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts
davisart.com

6

4

Davis Publications, Inc.
Worcester, Massachusetts
davisart.com

5

6

Explorations in Art
S ECO N D E DITIO N

Big Ideas and Essential Questions

STEAM Lessons and Connections

Each unit is organized around a Big Idea and an
Essential Question. For example: “Alone and
Together: How do people share their lives with
one another?” These Big Ideas engage students
in exploring the relevance of art in their own lives
and the lives of people across time and place.

Each unit includes STEAM lessons developed by a
team of experts in Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art, and Math. Engaging, comprehensive STEAM
lessons in each unit include student exploration of
STEAM concepts through viewing, discussing, and
creating artworks. STEAM cards are great for group
work and exploration.

Process-Based Studios

Emphasis on Inquiry

By learning a process that emphasizes the importance
of thinking, planning, and reflection, students go
beyond “make and take.” Process-based studios
help students learn process-based thinking and
learning as it relates to art and design, language
arts, science, and other areas of the curriculum.

As students create their own artworks and respond
to artworks made by others, they investigate ideas
and construct meaningful connections to learning
and inquiry across the curriculum, including STEAM,
literacy, and connections across the arts.

For more information, contact your local Davis representative,
Russ Pizzuto, at 716-430-2111 or email RPizzuto@DavisArt.com.
Visit DavisArt.com, call 800.533.2847, or email ContactUs@DavisArt.com.
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Media Arts Update

– from the desk of Jennifer Childress,
NYSED Arts Associate
Editors note: Jennifer Childress, Associate in Instructional Services for the Arts at New York State
Education Department since 2018, provides us with a comprehensive outline and commentary on
many issues associated with the nature of media arts curriculum, program implementation, and
evolving New York State mandates.
Emerging tools and materials are expanding the traditional
practice of the media arts as part of the visual arts. While
media arts forms depend on technological tools, the tools are
a vehicle for communication and creative processes; not an
end to themselves.
Excerpt from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018] https://www.arteducators.org/
advocacy/naea-platform-and-position-statements.
Since NYS media arts educators reviewed and adapted the
2014 National Core Arts Standards for Media Arts as a
separate set of standards, and the Board of Regents approved
Media Arts as a fifth arts discipline in 2017, arts educators
have been excited, puzzled, and even terrified about how to
make the Media Arts more prominent in our schools and art
classrooms. I receive a lot of questions about how to use the
Media Arts standards in Visual Arts classrooms, and who is
certified to teach Media Arts. The following is a summary of
regulations, policy, and advice about addressing Media Arts in
general and Media Arts coursework at the high school level.

true of all states.
There is no special certification to teach Media Arts at this
time, and though we should begin a state level conversation
about what that might look like, adding a certification is a
lengthy process and many interlocking factors must be
considered. Certificate extensions or annotations might be a
faster pathway, but that opens up questions of other subject
areas also gaining those extensions.
Recognizing that artmaking practices evolve along
transdisciplinary pathways and vigorously remix and
transform cultural expression, NAEA encourages an openended and inclusive approach to media arts education.
Excerpt from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018] https://www.arteducators.org/
advocacy/naea-platform-and-position-statements.
We recognize that Media Arts is an interdisciplinary art form
as well as a (primarily) Visual Art form and is employed
throughout all the arts disciplines.

Who can teach Media Arts for Art Credit in high school?
Certified visual arts educators possess the unique expertise
necessary to foster expressive critical thinking, facilitate 21st
century problem solving, and encourage personal and
collaborative learning; all essential to media arts.
Excerpt from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018] https://www.arteducators.org/
advocacy/naea-platform-and-position-statements.
Only teachers certified to teach the Visual Arts can teach
Media Arts P-12 in New York State for art credit. This is not
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Media Arts courses earn Visual Arts credit when those
courses…
• are taught by certified Visual Arts teachers;
• are assigned Visual Arts BEDS (Basic Educational Data
System) codes (or SCEDS – School Codes for the Exchange
of Data - NYS transitioning to federal course codes);
• meet the 1 unit diploma arts requirement, and act as part
of Visual Arts Sequences;
• meet NYS Media Arts standards. Might also meet some
VA standards – there is compatibility. Visual Art credit is
earned.
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Courses in other arts disciplines (Music, Dance, Theater)
might also incorporate media arts; within each arts discipline
the course(s)…
•
•
•
•

must be taught by certified teachers for that arts discipline;
are assigned BEDS/SCEDS codes for that arts discipline;
are part of that arts discipline’s sequences; and
meet that arts discipline’s standards. Might also meet
some NYS Media Arts standards.
»» Ex: “Stagecraft” meets Theater Arts Standards and is
part of theater sequence, and also includes some
media arts applications and meets some MA standards.
Theater credit is earned.

As Media Arts become more and more a part of every art form
as well as an art form in its own right, we will need to revisit
this conversation.
To be clear, CTE teachers are also teaching courses designated
as Media Arts, but they may not teach them for art credit, only
CTE credit. CTE teachers just recently (Fall 2018) were able to
extend their teaching certificates for 7-12 CTE subjects to
include CTE courses taught in 5th-6th grade. Because of the
many different middle school configurations, some middle
schools have been able to schedule rotations of art, music,
family and consumer science, technology, etc. for their 5th
and 6th grades as well as 7th and 8th. However, CTE certified
teachers can not teach art, music, dance or theater, only
courses that fall under the CTE umbrella and meet Technology
or CDOS standards, regardless of the course name. Only
PreK-6 classroom teaching certificates or PreK-12 arts-bydiscipline certificates are eligible to teach any art course in
grades 1-6, from grades 7-12 the teacher must be certified in
the specific art form in which credit is being earned.
The Department supports this position, as it is fully backed by
NYS Education Law and the Commissioner’s Regulations.
A district may try to apply the Incidental Teaching exception
to have a CTE teacher teach Media Arts for art credit.
However, Art certified teachers are already employed in every
NYS public high school and must be asked first. Should a
district find there is no avenue for using the art certified
teacher(s) already on site, or provided through a shared
BOCES teaching agreement, they must follow NYS Education
Law 8 CRR-NY 80-5.3. These regulations lay out very specific
guidelines, which must be followed by districts when assigning
a teacher to a course outside of their certification title.
“A superintendent of schools may assign a teacher to teach a
subject not covered by such a teacher’s certificate or license
for a period not to exceed five classroom hours a week, when
no certified or qualified teacher is available after extensive
and documented recruitment [my emphasis], and provided
that approval of the commissioner is obtained in accordance
with the following requirements…” Those requirements
include adherence to a strict timeline in making the request,
documentation of the extensive search, what to do if the
request is denied by the Commissioner, and if the incidental

teaching assignment can continue into another academic
year.
See:
• PART 80. REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHERS’
CERTIFICATES AND TEACHING PRACTICE; SUBPART
80-5. REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO CLASSROOM
TEACHING AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
PRACTICE AND SPECIALIZED CREDENTIALS
What counts as Media Arts?
Media Arts Definition: Media art is understood to apply to all
forms of time-related art works which are created by recording
visual images and/or sound. Media artwork usually depends
on a technological component to function. It includes both
fine art and commercially-oriented works presented via film,
television, radio, audio, video, the internet, interactive and
mobile technologies, transmedia storytelling, and satellite.
Forms that are shared with contemporary visual arts/fine arts
include kinetic sculpture, information art, organic and
algorithmic art, interactive art, multimedia installations, etc.
Other more commercially oriented forms include news
reporting, documentaries, advertisements, music videos,
animation, machinima, video games and game design, and/or
a combination of any of these. Media art forms are constantly
evolving in response to technological innovations.
From the NYS Learning Standards for the Media Arts Glossary,
2017, p.2
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/
curriculum-instruction/nys-media-arts-glossary-final-high-res.
pdf
NAEA supports equal access to the widest possible variety of
new media arts technologies in Visual Arts learning, and
advocates the frequent updating of those technologies in the
visual arts classrooms, art studios and other art learning
environments.
Excerpt from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018] https://www.arteducators.org/
advocacy/naea-platform-and-position-statements.
From the very first courses designated as “Media Arts,”
working in 4-D has been a focus. (See column for 1988,
below.) However, our understanding of what else might
define Media Arts has changed over time as new technologies
became available.
Through established policy, “Media Arts” course sequences
have been published as part of visual arts course offerings
since at least 1988 and continue to be part of the Visual Arts
wheelhouse today. However, courses we now consider part of
Media Arts before “Media Arts” was a separate area of art
study have been part of NYSED published course flowcharts
since 1966. (The flowcharts are not part of the Commissioner’s
regulations but are established Department policy.)
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Are visual arts educators embracing Media Arts as a natural
part of Visual Arts? CTE has not hesitated to wade right in to
developing Media Arts courses that meet the Technology
standards – what is holding the arts back? In the past, lack of
funding was a real problem; Perkins grants have certainly
helped CTE programs expand. Fortunately for the Visual Arts
today, unlike the “old days” of Computer Graphics, every
student does not need a computer in front of them to make
Media Arts a part of their creative work. Then there’s this: The
art world has embraced media arts with gusto for three or four
decades already! Have we?
* a locally developed “year-long introduction to the creative
use of media arts through student involvement in film, video,
creative sound, computer graphics, and holography.” – this
definition stays the same even in the Year 2000 flowchart,
which does not include recommendations for Studio in
Creative Sound or Studio in Holography.
What might a new course flowchart for Media Arts include
today? Since the Year 2000, districts have developed local
courses in animation, multi-media production, and so much
more. In many cases, those courses were submitted for
approval to NYSED, as per the Commissioner’s Regulations
Part 100.5(b)(7)(iv)(e). (See http://www.nysed.gov/curriculuminstruction/arts-course-approval). It’s clear that an update is
long overdue. As noted in my NYSED updates article, the Arts
CAP has been working on new versions for all the arts’
sequencing recommendations, which will be posted for field
review later this spring. This will give all arts educators a
chance to weigh in on a very important area of discussion,
one that is much bigger than just the Media Arts options and
definition.
Obviously there is some overlap between CTE and Visual/
Media Arts when it comes to the technology being used, but
technology is only a tool, and for artists, only one of the tools
they use even when making media artworks. Anyone can use
a hammer, what you use that hammer to build is where the
differences lie. CTE has historically been concerned with
teaching students to employ various technologies in
preparation for related occupations, not as artists who are
crafting creative, original work with the technology. And that
is a good thing, as there is room in our evolving world of jobs
and careers for both of those outcomes, and all that lies
between. Let’s make sure the arts are staking their important
claim to a different vision of Media Arts, and are making clear
those differences to parents, colleagues, and administrators.
Are Visual Art Educators embracing Media Arts?
NAEA supports high quality, professional development which
trains art educators in traditional, new, and evolving media
technologies.
Excerpt from: NAEA Position Statement on Media Arts
[Adopted March 2015; Reviewed and Revised March 2018;
Revised August 2018] https://www.arteducators.org/
advocacy/naea-platform-and-position-statements.
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FAQS
I teach elementary/middle level art. Should I include media
arts experiences in my general art courses? Are we REQUIRED
to teach all 11 Visual Arts standards and 11 more Media Arts
standards in each elementary class?
YES – how might you do that?
• For Visual Arts, you are required to “facilitate” each grade
level to meet the appropriate grade level standards in art,
that is all 11 VA standards.
• There is no pre-determined percentage assigned to each
of the 11 art standards, (that is your decision) and multiple
standards can be satisfied in a single unit. The aggregate
of all 5th grade lessons and units, for example, will touch
upon all the standards, and in the case of some of the
standards, do a lot more than touch upon them.
• If some or all of the grade level standards seem too hard
or too easy for a particular grade level you teach, then
treat the standards as a progression of skills to help you
“grow” students’ abilities over time. Students will be at
many points of development and ability in a single year.
Use your professional judgement and your knowledge of
your students.
• About Media Arts: the NYS Media Arts standards were
designed in correlation with the NYS VA standards so
they could be compatible. Most teachers will not be able
to meet all 11 MA standards in the general art classroom
no matter which grade level they teach P-8, there just isn’t
enough time. Eventually we will have media arts classes,
but that’s a long time in the future. That shouldn’t stop you
from getting started! Investigate MA standards, pick a few
for each grade level, infuse some media arts experiences
into your existing units/lessons, or create a stand-alone
lesson. Simple animation apps are free or very inexpensive,
for tablets, computers, or phones. The key to thinking
about media arts is less about the technology, and more
about making sure students have some 4-D experiences,
that combine more than one art medium or form and can
be shared on some type of viewing platform (like LCD
projection, or Instagram).
I teach Studio in Art, and it is supposed to be the foundation
course that can lead to any other course in the visual/media
arts. Should I be integrating some experiences with Media
Arts in Studio in Art?
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YES – how might you do that?
• First, any course used to satisfy the 1-unit Regents
diploma requirement in the arts must meet all 11 Visual
Arts standards at the High School I (HSI) Proficient level.
The HSI Proficient level is parallel to the Commencement
General Education level of the 1996 arts standards, and
also referred to in the Commissioner’s Regulations
100.5(b)(7)(iv) Earning a Regents diploma: “Students first
entering grade nine in September 2001 and thereafter
shall meet the commencement-level New York State
learning standards by successfully completing 22 units of
credit… [including] (e) The Arts (including visual arts,
music, dance and theatre), one unit of credit, which may
be a specialized course that meets the arts standards at
the commencement level as established by the
commissioner.”
• Percent per standard is a local decision, but each Visual
Arts standard should receive significant attention. No
fleeting touches, as in elementary level.
• In addition to meeting all eleven Visual Arts standards at
the High School I (HSI) Proficient level, I encourage you
to plan curriculum that also meets some of the Media Arts
standards at the High School I (HSI) Proficient level.
I already teach Media Arts as a foundation level course.
Which standards should my course be meeting?
• Media Arts courses that are offered to meet the 1-unit
diploma requirements should meet all 11 of the HS1 level
Media Arts standards first, and then may also infuse some
VA standards as appropriate. Remember, Media Arts
courses engage 4-D and multiple mediums in the
production of art that is shared on some type of viewing
platform.
I teach advanced courses in Media Arts. Which standards
should those courses be meeting?
• Advanced courses are NOT required to meet all 11 arts
standards, and definitely not required to meet them
equally. Some courses are naturally focused on a selection
of the art standards. It’s a good exercise to try to do so, as
it will enrich the curriculum, but it is not required.
Students taking advanced coursework should have already
fulfilled the Commissioner’s regulations to meet the arts
standards at the Commencement level.
• Teachers may decide which set of standards they want an
advanced course to meet. A digital photography class (for
example) might first meet the VA standards, and then
some of the MA standards that fit best. A course in
animation will start with MA standards first, then see if/
which VA standards fit best.
• By the end of the 3rd unit of art study in a 3-unit
sequence, students should be meeting the HSII
Accomplished level standards (or curriculum should be
designed around them).
• By the end of the 5th unit of art study in a 5-unit sequence,
students should be meeting the HSIII Advanced level
standards (or curriculum should be designed around
them). This applies to AP, for example.

• Because some electives are not taken in the same
sequence by every student, differentiated options can be
applied to major units. For example, a student taking their
second art course might be sharing the class with a
student taking their fourth art course. Or one has had
more preparation than another in a particular area. The
teacher can certainly design curricular units that offer
options geared to different VA and/or MA standards
levels.
I don’t know how to use computer applications in Media Arts
and I can’t afford them and my district says it can’t either –
how can I get the training I need?
• Do you own a smart phone or a tablet? If you do, your
options are almost endless, and many apps are either no
cost or low cost. YouTube instructional videos are
ubiquitous! Why not get started? Your students will be
happy to assist you.
My administrator thinks that Media Arts is the same whether
taught by an art teacher or CTE teacher. What can I do?
• Educate them on the difference by showing them works
done by your students (or the students of others, with
permission) and how they are aligned to our Media/Visual
Arts standards vs. Technology standards. Have a “media
arts” night at school, present to the PTA, develop a
YouTube or Vimeo channel and send invitations, interview
students on their media artwork and what they are
learning, what they are teaching themselves, and how
important is to record the interviews (with permission)
and SHARE. Create long lists of contemporary artists who
use media arts as part of their practice as well as the only
way they make their art, and POST PROMINENTLY.
(Does all this sound familiar?)
I don’t want to lose the focus on more traditional fine arts
media and processes that get students out from behind a
computer or device screen and immersed in more sensory
experiences. They need less screen time, not more!
• You get to control how much to infuse, how to integrate
with traditional media, when to just use media arts, and
how to help students reflect on the differences and values
inherent in each mode of art-making. They are already
using the technology – they need your wisdom and
guidance to use it well and to make art. After all, even
fired clay vessels and paint that came in tubes was a new
technology.

Jennifer Childress is the Associate in Instructional Services for
the Arts at New York State Education Department. As a middle
and high school visual arts educator, and a past professor of
art education at the College of St. Rose in Albany, she has
been deeply engaged in the work of providing high quality art
education to P-12 audiences.
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Talking to Art Teachers

Talking To Art Teachers: listening to
and learning from each other
Marty Merchant

I

took a long road trip around the United States in the fall of 2018 with my wife
of 50 years. It was a celebratory excursion in the family car, and we were called
to follow the road by curiosity and adventure. But since I’d always liked talking to
other art teachers at meetings, events, and conferences, I got curious about having
conversations with art teachers in other states.
I emailed art teachers in cities where we’d spend a night or longer on our trip –
and got welcomes from 12 different locations. In this issue, I’m bringing you the
conversation I had with three teachers from Seattle, Washington. They are
elementary classroom teachers first, who have a deep-seated commitment to the
arts and their connection to learning. They are all colleagues at an exceptional
elementary school that is structured around the arts. Louis, Margaret, and Rory
and their roles at Adams Elementary are inspirational examples of how – when
passion and leadership and conviction and resources all combine – the teaching
of art brings excitement and richness into the lives of school children.

Louis Allard, Margaret
Kliminkov-Paulk and
Rory McAuley
Seattle, Washington

We met at the Watershed Pub in northeast Seattle on September 23rd, 2018
When you Google “art elementary seattle” the top result is the Adams Elementary School
in the Ballard section of Seattle.

At Adams we have created a balanced,
integrated arts program encompassing
theater, visual, dance and musical
arts. Our award-winning program is
the only one of its kind in the Seattle
School District, and it is our goal to
serve as a model and resource for
other schools in the Puget Sound
area.
It is recognized nationally that when arts are included in the classroom, learning increases on every level. While other
schools may teach art, at Adams it is infused into daily instruction. Every student has a sketchbook and participates in at
least ten minutes of structured daily drawing, which teaches them visual problem-solving skills and intersects with
scientific illustrations and those that adorn students’ stories and nonfiction writing in writers’ workshop.
– from the Adams website.
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Adams sounded like an art teacher’s heaven – a school that put into practice all of our most cherished talking points. A pivotal
feature at Adams is the “Arts Team”, which meets regularly with the principal and the Arts Committee in order to manage
addressing the needs of the school and the arts program. The three Arts Team classroom teachers responded quickly when I
inquired about meeting and talking. Ironically, it turns out that none of them go by the title of ‘art teacher’ – they’re classroom
teachers first, in their careers and their jobs.
Louis Allard has been teaching 2nd grade for 25 years, and is the original Adams “Art Czar”, who established Adams’
relationship with Arts Ed Washington (a non-profit foundation promoting an integral role for arts in the education of every
Washington State student) and, together with Arts Impact (a Puget Sound Educational Service that supports comprehensive
professional development arts program for classroom teachers). Louis steered the development of Adam’s whole school
training model.
Margaret Klimenkov-Paulk has a masters in Integrated Teaching Through the Arts from Lesley University, and has been
teaching for over two decades. She spent the first half of her career in Redwood City, CA, the second here in Seattle at Adams
Elementary as a 5th grade classroom teacher.
Rory McAuley has an MA in Education and recent National Board Certification, with an Associate in Fine Arts from Spokane
Falls Community College and a BFA in Printmaking from the University of Washington. At Adams, Rory is a first grade
teacher, and has been teaching there since 2007 – this is his third year on the Arts Team.
It was apparent from the beginning that these three teachers were collaborative professionals and friends, passionate about
Adam’s arts-infused curriculum. Almost all Adam’s classroom teachers have received two years of training with Arts Impact and
other arts organizations to give teachers the knowledge and skills they need to infuse the arts into their teaching. Many
members of the faculty hold graduate degrees in the arts and art education, and all staff regularly participate in ongoing arts
training and professional development. Their good natures and warm friendliness was amplified by the Brew Pub where we
met and talked – the noise of other lively conversations made us lean in.
Only Louis has has a degree in Art Education, so as I addressed the group - asking
‘what made you become an art teacher?’, I should have phrased it better by
asking ‘as classroom teachers, why do you feel you need to infuse and integrate
the visual arts into your curriculum?’ I explain to the group that ‘the people that
are reading this are going to be art teachers . . . and their preconception, their
stereotype, is that usually a classroom teacher will only bring the visual arts
incidentally into the the lesson where it serves them and it might be on a very
superficial level. This is totally different at Adams, and they’re famous for this kind
of commitment. Why do they feel that visual arts are an important part of
classroom instruction; how do they integrate it, and what are the biggest
challenges to accomplish it?
Margaret: I can speak to 5th grade. Why
the arts? I believe deeply the arts are the
great equalizer. I believe that when you
have an art project, then you put it up
on the wall, you can’t tell who’s
struggling in math, who’s struggling in
reading, and it empowers everybody in
the room. I also - and this may sound
kooky – but I’m just going to put it out
there – is that I think the adrenaline rush
from creativity is a very healthy mindset, and when kids get that rush of
creativity, I think it can be very inspiring.
[A short intense discussion erupts about
their disctinction between arts infusion,
as practiced at Adams, and simple arts
integration. Margaret continues] I
believe in this idea of infusion, [and]

using art as a tool to assess student
knowledge . . . for example right now
we’re looking through microscopes to
see observable properties of biotic
artifacts – leaves, flowers . . . so the task
is you have to draw what you see, not
what you think you see, so the learning
is this intense, high level of observation
. . . because if I come by and I see you’re
drawing a bunch of whisper lines . . .
where are the whisper lines on this leaf?
I don’t see any whisper lines – I see
straight lines, I see crooked lines, I see
well-defined lines – so the infusion is
when I see the drawing that reflects the
object, then I know they are finding
observable properties and drawing what
they’ve seen, on paper.
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Louis: Another thing about infusion too
is that the subjects that you’re trying to
infuse extend themselves across time –
so things like observation would be a
skill that has been around since the
beginning of education, where . . .
integration would be more like ‘we’re
studying about shapes so we’re going to
make a ‘shape’ kind of a thing, like in
math, we’re going to make a shape,
come out of content, rather than things
that are universal concepts and skills
and not just things that are tied back to
your [curriculum].
Rory: Another thing that comes to mind
for infusion is the all-school art project
we did last year with circles – about
place value in math – also you’re talking
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about scale – and scale is sort of a crosscutting concept that finds its way into
math, into visual art, balance, science
– so kids were representing a number
using different sizes of circles to
represent different place values, but in
that we were touching on all these art
concepts like texture, space, overlapping,
depth, things like that, so they were
using all these – with scale as the
unifying concept – using all these
different aspects of visual art to basically
represent a number in an artistic way.
The math theme was place value – so for
instance they would have big huge
circles cut out of fabric for thousands,
and a medium size for hundreds, and so
on, and they would have to figure out
how to arrange it, and it was neat,
because afterwards you could have
them analyse their own art, each others’
art . . . you could do all sorts of other
stuff with those works of art – they
became like math tools.
NN: So what’s the biggest challenge,
then?
Louis: So kind of how we got here . . .
the school now calls itself an artsinfused school – and kids could go
anywhere they wanted in the city to go
to school, so in order for a school to
attract a population, they had to find a
niche – some [elementary schools] were
science, math, and some were art – and,
fortunately for Adams, the principal [at
the time] wanted it to be an arts infusion
program, so she had teaching artists
coming in and teach lessons and the
staff at that time got a lot of training, but
she left, and there was a turnover in
staff, so the principal that came after
wanted to redo this, I want this to be
part of who we are, what we do. . .
Rory: We had decided as a staff that we
needed a driving force, someone to help
organize our resources . .
Margaret: A point person . . . and the
reality is that Louis here has the them
most experience and the deepest
understanding of how to implement
[‘the arts’ Rory inserts] so yeah - he’s the
czar.
Louis: So during that time the principal
was very supportive, so she would have
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staff meetings where we would teach
[each other] – so our entire school did
an Arts Impact training . . . we worked
on the model of infusion through visual
arts, theater and dance, so all of our staff
at that time got trained in that model,
while that was happening we decided
we wanted every student to have
experience in every kind of the arts . . .
so that’s the way we went, and also the
principal said ‘this is what we’re doing,
this is who we are’.
Margaret… when the administration
makes it a priority it becomes a priority
. . . but just to compliment all the
teachers that went through this training
– maybe 15-20 of us – during the
summer we all volunteered to go
through the training – we weren’t paid
extra – though the training was paid for
– we all believed that was the path we
had to take.
Louis . . . and we also started to
implement other things so that we had a
culture of the arts in our school. We did
a daily drawing, every kid every year
gets a sketchbook and every teacher
teaches drawing every year, for 10
minutes a day, so that’s a standard, and
we have school activities where we
allow kids to take different activities
they can choose – fifth grade students
called it “Heart from the Art” days – and
that was just a simple way for us to have
90 minutes uninterrupted time for just
doing art . . .
From the Adams website: “Three times a
year, the entire school participates in a
ninety-minute, multi-arts celebration,
where students travel to a different part
of the school to engage in an activity
with another teacher, staff member or a
volunteer from the community. The
products of these workshops are then
displayed throughout the school. This
event helps build a sense of community,
gives students and adults an opportunity
to work with someone new, and exposes
everyone involved to new art forms and
experiences”.
Margaret . . . children love it!
Louis: And all the adults could teach
anything – you could teach knitting, and
you could teach sewing, and I could

teach painting . . .
Margaret. . . and there was no stress
around what standards you were
meeting, it’s just ‘let’s do a collage, or
let’s just play with clay, let’s sing songs,
do story-telling . . .
You asked us about challenges – some
of the biggest challenges – globally –
when a staff person leaves and a new
person takes their place, they’re
significantly behind [even though a
classroom teaching veteran] and when
the change of administration happened
a lot of the teachers at that point decided
to retire, so we had this influx of new
teachers and new administration, and
they were running out of money . . .
Louis . . . we grant funded ourselves,
and the PTA put money in, and the
auction was part of that too, we were all
in it together . . .
Rory. . . there has been a certain amount
of teacher turnover and I think everyone
who comes to Adams knows they’re
joining an arts-focused school and I
think they’re all on board with that and
passionate about it but the reality is
unless you have an administrator that
says ‘look – you’re getting this training .
. . let’s figure out how to get it for you’
. . . and the average classroom teacher is
overwhelmed, so they’re not necessarily
going to go out of their way to get that
training – so it’s been a challenge –
when your administration is not totally
on board – like we had for a good chunk
of time – and we had staff turnover, it’s
hard to keep everybody on the same
page.
Louis. . . we also send teachers to
conferences and we offer trainings for
them and that went by the wayside with
the turnover. . .
Margaret. . . but we’ve been fighting to
get it back. Last year we did have some
trainings . . . this year I’m not officially
on the “Arts Team” anymore . . . my
emphasis is math, because that’s what
pleases the district, and art – because
that’s what I want to do – and so I’m
trying to make sure there are art trainings
..
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Rory: Another big challenge is, for most
classroom teachers, the challenge is
time [‘the old nemesis’ says Margaret]
so that’s the whole idea of arts infusion
is that it’s not like ‘hey, we’re doing
math’, then Friday afternoon we’re going
to do art. We weave them together as
much as possible. And that, in itself, is
very hard – it takes resources, planning,
and that’s difficult, . . . it’s fairly easy to
open up your math book and look at
what you need to teach . . . and
sometimes you have to reinvent the
wheel, I’m teaching this thing, and I
want to infuse theater, or visual arts, and
you have to make it up, and that takes
time.
Margaret. . . and I think the other thing
that’s really challenging . .
is the
assessment piece; the assessment piece
is how you validate it to people who
aren’t in the mix . . . and so assessing art
is extraordinarily difficult – how do you
assess art . . . ‘oh, I like it, I don’t like it”
you’re not going to do that to a 10-yearold, it’ll break your heart.
NN: What special qualities do your
graduating students have, going on to
middle school, what qualities might
they have, having gone through the
“Adams” context, that they wouldn’t
have had without the “Adams”
experience?
Louis: We talked when we first pulled
this together about sustainability – how
do we sustain this when I’m not the
“czar” anymore, how does it continue,
so that there’s not one person driving it,
how is it that everybody owns it and it
becomes acculturated into Adams and

one of the things we talked about when
kids leave us and go to middle school is
what’s happening – are they taking
music classes and visual arts classes and
are they doing things differently than
they would if they hadn’t had that
[Adams experience], and we talked
about that . . . but the only thing that I
can say is that I’ve heard from teachers
in middle school who’ve said ‘Oh,
Adams, I can’t believe the stuff that they
can do, they are so confident, they
aren’t so . . . so. . .
Margaret. . . not so self critical. Because
the 10-year-old, they want their piece of
art to look exactly as it is in real life, and
if they’ve had years of drawing, for one
thing it looks more [realistic] and two
they accept the fact that it is going to be
different. [The kids in middle school,
because they come from different
elementary schools] they start at ground
zero, and our kids are bored, and that’s
a challenge that they’ve not yet
addressed or met.
Margaret: And that’s really hard to
quantify. When I come across a problem
I like to say ‘Oh! What a fun problem!’
Rory: The one thing I see them taking
away from it is creative problem solving
skills – just the daily drawing in your
sketchbook, I feel that art is always these
problems cropping up, like ‘this is
happening in my piece, I’m running out
of space what do I do?’, ‘I made a
mistake, what do I do?’ I think that by
doing that over and over I think that
working through the creative process it
transfers to other academics, their social
lives, their personal lives. . .
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These Seattle art teachers displayed a
boisterous enthusiasm for their vocation,
seasoned by experience and amplified
by a deep love for art and the creative
possilities their practice opened up for
their students. Their affection and
respect for each other was warm and
invigorating. I would see this kind of
comaradarie and spirit again in future in
conversations with groups of art
teachers.
Endnote: In response to an email I sent
in May to check aspects of this article
for publication, Rory McAuley said:
“You might find it interesting to know .
. . that next school year Louis will
actually be our designated visual art
teacher. The district has mandated that
all Seattle schools will have full-time
art and music teachers starting in 2020,
and Louis is the most qualified staff
member who showed interest (and the
best choice regardless, in my opinion).
In any case, our next challenge as an
arts team is figuring out what our arts
program will look like next year, as we
don’t want to lose sight of the arts
infusion piece and our dance teacher is
becoming a general ed teacher”.
Adams Elementary School
https://adamses.seattleschools.org/
Adams Elementary on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/Adams.
Elementary.PTA/
2018 Art Reflections Contest (multiple
art disciplines)
https://www.adamselementarypta.org/
reflections-art-contest
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Animation student work by Anthony Syracuse, 2018.

Start your creative career!
daemen.edu/art
@daemen_vpa

ANIMATION | APPLIED THEATRE | GRAPHIC DESIGN | ILLUSTRATION | PAINTING | SCULPTURE | ARTS EDUCATION
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2019-21 Elections
The Results are in!
Vice President
Donnalyn Shuster
Retired Art
Educator
St. Johnsville, NY
Region 3

The NYSATA Portfolio Project is an authentic
assessment based on the work your students are already
doing in your classroom. If you have never participated
make this the year that you do! It is a learning
experience, an assessment instrument, and a powerful
advocacy tool!

To find out more about the
Portfolio Project go to
https://www.nysata.org/portfolio-project

or contact Christine Attlesey-Steger
attlestine@gmail.com

Secretary
Anastasia Arriaga
Art Educator,
Jamesville Dewitt
CSD
Liverpool, NY
Region 3
Elected officers will begin their
term of office July 1, 2019.
Vice President and Secretary are
a two-year term of office.
NYSATA NEWS - Digital Edition. Volume 48, No. 4, Spring 2019
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NYSATA

the
Call for Contributions

Winner of the
2012, 2013, 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018,
2019 NAEA
State Newsletter
Award!

news

Calling for Contributors to the fall 2019 NYSATA News

Embracing Change

This digital issue of the NYSATA News will be online in late September
Deadline for content submission is August 15.
The theme for the annual NYSATA conference this year is Media, Mind, Method: embracing change.
The word “change” suggests that an outside force comes to bear on a status quo and causes a modification of beliefs or actions.
There are many entry points for exploring the ways we embrace change in our practice and living. Our current world is full of
forces that come to bear on our students. We’d like to hear from teachers who are changing instruction and experiencing
interactions with students based on students’ increased emotional, mental and behavioral challenges.
We also need to hear from one another about our interior lives as much as our outward performances. How do we deal with
change, with forces that intrude on our established routines of teaching and thinking? How do we recognize that a change is
coming and should be accepted? What calls to change have we refused and regretted, or embraced and celebrated?
This is an open call for work. Here are some thoughts about what an article might be about:
• How do art teachers deal with the different kinds of distress their students experience – either personal or collective –
and incorporate these changes of equilibrium and routine into their classroom art-making?
• In what ways are art teachers involving and collaborating with their local communities to foster positive social changes
and healthy environments in their classrooms, buildings, and neighborhoods?
• What are the ways that art teachers restore themselves – disrupt the routine structure and rigor of their art classrooms
– and find new perspectives in mental and physical renewal?
• What methods and techniques might you share with other art teachers that enabled you to move through personal or
professional setbacks? That helped you deal with a troubled student?
• How have changes we have experienced altered the lives of our students? Ourselves?
Articles (shorter than 500 words) and features (around 2000 words) should address this theme in some manner. You can use
our latest issue for reference. The newsletter welcomes and encourages images, but be sure you have signed permission slips
for student artwork / classroom activities showing students’ faces (we have a form). Images should be .jpg format / a minimum
of 5x7” at 150 ppi.
Please contact me with your idea. We can discuss your piece, deciding on how I can best help you.
I appreciate the time and effort you will put into your work for the newsletter – remember how much it will enrich and inform
the readers. Find the latest issue here: https://www.nysata.org/nysata-news
Marty Merchant
NYSATA News Editor
merchantmartin@gmail.com
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NYSATA Board of Trustees • 2018-2019
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Sharon Ciccone
PRESIDENT-ELECT
Valerie Savage
VICE-PRESIDENT
Donnalyn Shuster
SECRETARY
Anastasia Arriaga
TREASURER
Christine
Attlesey-Steger
BOT MEMBERS,
COMMITTEE AND
PROGRAM CHAIRS
REGION 1 CHAIR/
REP
Michelle Schroeder
REGION 1 REP
Veronica Kruger
REGION 2
CO-CHAIRS
Alyssa Lindstrom REP
Tess Hanna
REGION 2 REP
Janice Wiggins
REGION 3 CHAIR/
REP
Heather
McCutcheon
REGION 3 REP
Cynthia Wells

REGION 4 CHAIR/
REP
Kathleen Pfeifer
REGION 4 REP
Jill Karen Accordino
REGION 5 CHAIR/
REP
Shannon PicheSmith
REGION 5 REP
Terry
Crowningshield
REGION 6 CHAIR/
REP
Kathleen Bushek
REGION 6 REP
Phyllis Brown
REGION 7 CHAIR/
REP
Martin Merchant
REGION 7 REP
Kelley Hedin
REGION 8 CHAIRS/
REPS
Jill Cannon
Pearl Lau
REGION 9
CO-CHAIRS/REPS
Jane Berzner
Jessica Bayer
REGION 10 CHAIR/
REP
Cheryl Schweider
REGION 10 REP
Dina Rose

STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIPS
Lori Corbisiero
CURRICULUM
COMMITTEE
Robert Wood
Cindy Henry
LEGISLATIVE
EXHIBIT
Carol Pinkans
PRE-SERVICE
COLLEGE LIAISONS
Dr. Mary Wolf
DAEMEN COLLEGE
Dr. Candace
Masters
BUFFALO STATE
PRE-SERVICE
STUDENT REPS
DAEMEN COLLEGE
Samantha Lora
Disiree Lis
PORTFOLIO
PROJECT
Christine
Attlesey-Steger
Shannon
Piche-Smith
NYSCEA REPS
Sheila Elario
Sharon Ciccone
OLYMPICS OF THE
VISUAL ARTS
CO-CHAIRS
Roger E. Hyndman
Anne Manzella

SAGAMORE
INSTITUTE
CO-CHAIRS
Beth Atkinson
Michelle Schroeder

Tess Meka
Alyssa Lindstrom

NYSATA NEWS
EDITOR
Martin Merchant
LAYOUT & DESIGN
Alyssa Lindstrom

BOT SUNSHINE
CHAIR
Zita Rosen

PROMOTIONS
CHAIR
TBD
CONFERENCE
COOR.
Cynthia Wells
AWARDS &
HONORS
Cynthia Wells
STEAM CHAIR
Kathleen Bushek
YAM CO-CHAIRS
Donnalyn Shuster
Julia Lang-Shapiro
Heather
McCutcheon
WEBSITE COOR.
Cindy Henry
DISTRICT
MEMBERSHIP
Cindy Henry
Alyssa Lindstrom
NYSBBA EXHIBIT
Doug Michalak

PARLIMENTARIAN
Cindy Henry

ADVOCACY
Dr. Susan Lane
Dr. Shannon Elliott
CTLE/
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Michelle Schroeder
MUSEUM
EDUCATORS
Jennifer Foley
NYSED VISUAL ART
ASSOCIATE
Jennifer Childress
CONTRACTED
POSITIONS
MEMBERSHIP
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
CONF. REGISTRAR
Terri Konu
FINANCIAL
ADVISOR
ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
Leslie Midgley

NYSATA Region Counties
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Region Name
Western
Finger Lakes
Central
Southern
Adirondack
Capital
Eastern
Southeastern
NYCATA/UFT
LIATA-Nassau
LIATA-Suffolk

Counties Included in Each Region
Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Erie, Genesee, Niagara, Orleans, Wyoming
Allegany, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Wayne, Seneca, Steuben, Yates
Cayuga, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Madison, Oneida, Onondaga, Oswego, St. Lawrence
Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Cortland, Delaware, Otsego, Schuyler, Tioga, Tompkins
Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Hamilton
Schoharie, Albany, Columbia, Fulton, Greene, Montgomery, Rensselaer, Saratoga,
Schenectady, Warren, Washington
Dutchess, Orange, Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan, Ulster, Westchester
Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Richmond
Nassau
Suffolk
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Plan Now to Attend the 2019
NYSATA Conference in Binghamton!
November 22nd-24th, 2019

			

“All Roads Lead to Binghamton”
Embracing change is the theme of the 2019 NYSATA
Conference as we return to Binghamton. This theme
represents the exciting changes and challenges we as art
educators face as we move into the future.
• Media represents how the new Media Arts
Standards are causing many to consider how they
can integrate media arts into their programs and
rethink how best to do so at all age levels.
• Mind represents how vital art instruction is to
nurturing and to the development and integration
of the 16 Habits of Mind that will help prepare our
students for life in the 21st century.
• Method refers to changing pedagogy and the
exciting ways art instruction is changing with
movements such as choice-based art instruction,
TAB (Teaching for Artistic Behavior) and play-based
as art instruction.
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